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Note

for the Secretary-Genera.!

It seems clear that the Turkish Government has decided
in effect to repudiate Denktash' s "open message" of
2O July 1978, which called for the establishment of an interim
administration for Varosha under UN auspices simultaneously
with the resumption of intercommunal talks, and resettlement
of Varosha by stages, commencing as soon as feasible with the
resumption of the talks.
Despite promises to the contrary by Prime Minister Ecevit
to Mr. Christopher (U.S.), the present position of Turkey
seems to be that talks about the resettlement of Varosha may
begin parallel with negotiations on other items, once the
intercommunal talks had begun formally.
If this new Turkish position is confirmed, it would
destroy the basis of the American "Framework" paper of
10 November 1978, and of the Secretary-General's "working
draft".

It would of course be categorically rejected by the

Greek Cypriots.
OB SERVATI ONS .

The sudden change in the Turkish Govern-

ment' s position may be attributed to (a) the severe economic
and political difficulties currently experienced by Turkey;
(b)

Turkey' s enhanced strategic importance as a consequence

of developments in Iran, as well as generally unstable
conditions in the wider area; (c) the Western powers' determination
to support Turkey, by way of large-scale economic assistance
and also politically.

In these circumstances, Mr. Ecevit may well have
concluded that the Western powers will not be inclined to
continue pressing Turkey for concessions on Cyprus - or even
to hold Turkey to its previous commitments on that score,
made in entirely different political circumstances.
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

*
For the past six months, all the efforts directed at the resumption
of the Cyprus inter communal talks have been based, to an important degree,
on Denktash 's open message of 20 July 1978.

In that message, Denktash

proposed prompt discussions to plan the structure of an interim administration
for Varosha "which may be established under the aegis of the United
Nations simultaneously with the resumption of the inter communal talks".

The

proposal further called for resettlement of Varosha to proceed by stages,
commencing as soon as feasible with the resumption of the intercommunal
talks. Prime Minister Ecevit publicly endorsed this proposal on the day it vas r.a:
The United States paper of 10 November 1973 specified that the
resettlement of Varosha under United Nations auspices would be initiated
"in phase with the resumption of full intercommunal negotiations on a
comprehensive agreement".
As a practical matter, and to meet Turkish wishes, the Secretary-General
envisaged informal soundings prior to the commencement of the intercommunal
talks so as to make it possible for the Varosha resettlement to be promptly
decided as the first item of the agenda of the resumed talks. The actual
resettlement of Varosha would thereupon proceed in phase with all the other
items.
Denktash1 s counter-proposal of 9 January 1979 blurred this sequence;
it referred to negotiations about the resettlement of Varosha, whereas the
. economic restrictions should be lifted and hostile diplomatic activities
terminated "with the resumption of full intercommunal

negotiations".

However, on 12 January ve were informed by the Americans (Mr. Nimetz)
that Prime Minister Ecevit had pledged to Mr. Christopher that the Turkish

.
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Cypriots would not go back on the July proposal, that

Denktash's paper

^^'
—••}
'.;

of 9 January was not so intended and that the modalities could be discussed
in advance of the intercommunal talks with resettlement to occur in phase
with those talks.
On 19 January 1979 the Turkish Permanent Representative informed us the."
there was a "misunderstanding" about Denktash's message of 20 Julv; that
Varosha must be an item for negotiation in the talks and should not be

c
^

prejudged in the Secretary-General's. working draft; and that any resettlement should be linked with a political "armistice" and the lifting of tr.e
economic blockade.
On 2^ January the West German Ambassador in Ankara was informed by the
Turkish Government that Prime Minister Ecevit could never have made the
promises reported by Mr. Christopher as this would contradict Turkish
Government policy.

All that Turkey would accept was that talks about Varosr.a

could begin together with negotiations on other items when the intercomnunal
talks had formally begun.
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12 February 1979

NOTE FOR THE

SECRETARY-GENERAL/,^

Attached are the notes on Mr. Urquhart's meeting with •
Nimetz on 9 February 1979.

A few comments may be in order/:

1. The Americans, who recognize that the Turks have
gone back on Denktash1s offer of 20 July 1978, face
a dilemma:
(a) They are determined to support Turkey
and feel unable, in the present circumstances,
to press Ankara for meaningful concessions
on the issue of Cyprus, since to do so might
weaken the Ecevit Government;
(b) They fear that if Turkey should appear
responsible for the failure of the SecretaryGeneral 's efforts toward the resumption of
;the Cyprus talks, this may jeopardize
iCongressional approval of the emergency
\economic aid package for Turkey.
2.

It may be relevant to add that the Americans

were probably quite sincere in their desire, until
recently, to push for a solution of the Cyprus
problem. However, as a result of recent events,
the matter now appears to have lost its priority.
3. The Americans' "simplified agenda" (which Mr.
Nimetz "simplified" even further when he handed it
over to us - see deletions on page 2) would dilute
the Turkish Cypriot commitment on Varosha to the
point where it would certainly be unacceptable to
the Greek Cypriots.

However, the text retains

several elements unacceptable to the Turkish side
as well. if presented to the parties, it would
probably be rejected by the Greek Cypriots or by
both parties.

The political effect in either case

—2 —

would be to relieve the Turkish side of major
responsibility for the failure of the current
efforts on Cyprus and to get the U.S. Government
"off the hook" in Congress.
4.

If the Secretary-General were associated with

this approach, he might find himself in a difficult position vis-a-vis the Greek Cypriots.,
which might even affect adversely his ability to
pursue his mission of good offices.

C
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NOTES ON THE MEETING BETWEEN THE COUNSELLOR
OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND
MR. BRIAN E. URQUHART

Held at United Nations Headquarters on 9 February 1979 at 0913 hours
Present:
Mr. Brian E. Urquhart
Mr. George L. Sherry

c

c

Mr. Matthev ITimetz, Counsellor
U.S. Department of State
Ambassador James F. Leonard
Mr. Geoffrey Chapman
Mr. John Hirsch

Mr. Urquhart gave an account of the developments relating to the
efforts of the Secretary-General to bring about a resumption of the
negotiating process in Cyprus. He said that while the Secretary-General
was conscious of the importance of this matter and had no intention to
abandon his efforts, it was clear that the parties were still a long way
from an agreed basis of negotiations and that the time table that had been
previously envisaged could not be adhered to. During the past few weeks tr.e
Turkish position had become tougher, and in the case of Varosha had
slipped behind Denktash's offer of 20 July 1978.
Denktash no longer insisted
on spelling out the political/economic "truce" in the document, but he
still insisted that the matter would have to be dealt with. For their
part, the Greek Cypriots seemed anxious to back out of intercommunal
negotiations, since they considered the present time to be unfavourable
for them. They were seeking to pretend that the Secretary-General's
preliminary working draft of 19 December 1978 was a final proposal which
they had "accepted". President Kyprianou appeared to be unwilling to make
any concessions on the relaxation of political and economic tensions. The
Secretary-General had envisaged preparing a final proposal of his own
which would, to the extent possible, take account of the positions of
both parties. This he would submit to both, together with an appeal urging
them to accept this paper even while reserving their respective positions
of principle. Of course the parties might feel compelled to reject such
an appeal.
Mr. Sherry explained that the Turkish demand for a relaxation of
political and economic tensions in connexion with the resumption of intercommunal negotiations was, on the face of it, a reasonable demand. For
this reason, the Secretary-General had endeavoured to persuade the Greek
Cypriots to agree to some commitment on these lines, such as an exchange
of letters with him in which they would agree not to do anything that might
jeopardize the progress of the talks. Concrete steps could be linked with
the initial resettlement of Varosha. However, Denktash's latest oral
comments indicated that steps in the political/economic field could not be
"bargained off" for the resettlement of Varosha; indeed, he now linked
such resettlement with progress toward a comprehensive solution of the Cyprus
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problem. At the same time, the positions of the parties on the
constitutional issue appeared to "be farther apart than ever. Of course it
was necessary to wait for Denktash's written comments in order to form a
final opinion on this matter.

c

Mr. Nimetz said that the Turks had evidently back-tracked on the
question of resettlement of Varosha. They now claimed that the phrase
"simultaneously with the resumption of the intercommunal talks" in
Denktash's proposal of 20 July actually referred to talks "about the"
resettlement' of Varosha,, not to the resettlement itself. According to
reports from Ankara, Prime Minister Ecevit had his hands full as a result
of political turmoil, including the assassination of Mr. Ipekci, the editor
of Milliyet, and a catastrophic economic situation which even with western
assistance might take years to correct. With a two-vote majority in
Parliament, Ecevit did not wish to make the kind of concessions on Cyprus
.that might enable Demirel to topple his administration. In short, Ecevit__
| was not ready to "give up" Varosha as a precondition for the resumptiorTof

Mr . Sherry said that there were indications that the Turkish military
had come out agajnst^ a resettlement of Varosha that would give the
Turkish side nothing in return.
Mr. Urquhart said that it was the Secretary-General's object to get
a sensible negotiating process going, rather than to engage in a selfdefeating exercise. He would in any case pursue his efforts until the
negotiating climate on both sides improved sufficiently.
Mr. Ilimetz thought that it might still be possible to get the
Turkish side to do something sensible on Varosha. He felt that a final
agenda for the talks , drawn up by the Secretary-General and backed by
the United States, the European Community and certain non-aligned countries,
would be hard for either side to reject.
Mr. Urquhart pointed out that the West Germans were reluctant to
press Turkey on Cyprus, since to do so would imply a link with the current
economic rescue operation. For many reasons, including possible reactions
in Congress, a publicized breakdown of the current efforts toward a
resumption of negotiations would be a very serious development. For this
I reason, it would make no sense for the Secretary-General to convene a
I Summit meeting with Kyprianou and Denktash. Their positions were miles
r?ap_art~'and there seemed to be no inclination to bring them closer together.
[ j-Th'e alternative was of course to spin out the current consultations through
\JMr. Galindo-Pohl.
Mr. Nimetz felt that if the present consultations got stalled, the
parties might pull out of this process. He wondered whether consideration
could be given to preparing a simplified agenda for the talks.
Mr. Urquhart pointed out that there was no basic agreement on the
resettlement of Varosha, and that without this the Greek Cypriots were
unlikely to come to the table. As it was, Mr. Kyprianou felt that his

- 3position was "being undercut.
Mr. Sherry pointed out that the status quo was in fact a viable
option for the Greek Cypriots, whose economy was flourishing. In a sense,
it was also a desirable option for Mr. Denktash, who could then argue
that he had no alternative but to proclaim independence unilaterally.
Mr. Nimetz handed over a draft of a possible "simplified" agenda
for the resumption of the talks (copy attached). He" felt"that if'rib ~
progress were achieved, the Greek Cypriots might go to the Security Council
in May. This would be an undesirable development for many reasons. Mr.
Urquhart said that the Greek Cypriots would be attempting to demonstrate
to the U.S. Congress that the Turkish side was to blame for the current
impasse.
Mr. Nimetz felt that there was evidence of demoralization in Cyprus.
Mr. Kyprianou might face political difficulties if there were no movement
toward a resumption of the talks.
Mr. Urquhart pointed out that the final Turkish position on the
constitutional items in the Secretary-General's agenda had not yet been
made clear, but that present indications were not reassuring. This alone
might make it impossible to devise an agreed basis for the resumption of
the talks.
Mr. Nimetz said that U.S. representatives had made it clear to the
Turks, both in Washington and in Ankara, that it would be disastrous for
them if they rejected the Secretary-General's proposed agenda, especially
if that agenda reflected previous Turkish commitments.

cc:

Mr. B.E. Urquhart
Mr. R. Galindo-Pohl
Mr. F. Mayrhofer-Grunbuhel
Central - 2
File

AGENDA FOR THE CYPRUS INTERCOMMUNAL TALKS

I.

The parties to the inter communal talks agree to

negotiate in good faith and in a sustained manner under
the auspices of the Secretary-General towards a comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus problem.
* .

II.

The parties agree that, as indicated in the Makarios-

Denktash guidelines of 12 February 1977, the Republic
of Cyprus shall be a bi-communal federal scats.

The

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the Republic shall be assured, as shall its right to
*

conduct a policy of non-alignment.

The incorporation

of all or part of the Republic into any other state shall
be expressly prohibited.

c

III.

In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines,

the resolutions of the United Nations, discussions with
the parties, and the suggestions which were submitted to
them and to the Secretary-General

on 10 November 1978,

regarding which a number of reservations have been
expressed, the intercommunal talks will follow the
agenda given below:

- 21.

Initial Discussions
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will
and to establish mutual confidence, the parties
will initially address and reach understandings
on the following two subjects:
(a) The resettlement of the ^Varosha area
under United Nations auspices.
c_ha1

1 —Ht^

Ini

•<- \a-tQ-Cl—JHgfted-ia t_G-l^: Upon

phase- with the nogptiruH-eias-,

Possible arrange-

ments in this regard have been suggested by
certain governments, and these are .annexed for
easy reference.
(b) Re&aetrlon oL -ma-tual tensions:- Wi Lhuut
pr-ejudice—-bo— Uieiii' r^5pectiTuny~pTTS±t±nng=35a_^
asures shaJni-'^TCT taken to
/"

reduce the confrontation and tension between the
two communities in the political and economic
spheres .
2.

Constitutional Aspects
(a) Nature of the State as a federal bicommunal republic.
(b) Constitutional structure of the federal
system on the basis of applicable factors and
considerations .

- 3 -

(c) Establishment of a federal government,
i

the powers and functions of which will, inter
alia, safeguard the independence, sovereignty,
unity and territorial integrity of the State
as well as its bi-comraunal character.
(d) Fundamental human rights* with particula:
reference to freedom of movement, freedom of
settlement and right to property, taking into
V

consideration the fundamental basis of a bicommunal federal system and certain practical
difficulties that might arise for the Turkish
Cypriot community.
(e) Powers and functions of the federal
government and of the constituent regions,
including the division of such powers and
functions and the question of residual powers.

(

(f) Executive Powers - President, Vice
President, Council of Ministers, civil service.
(g) Legislative Powers - structure, composition and procedures.
(h) Judicial Powers - structure, composition and functions.
(i) Basic principles as to the functioning
of the two regions of the federal republic.
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3.

Territorial aspects and criteria.

Determination

s

of the area of the two regions.
4.

The question of demilitarization of the territory
of the Republic of Cyprus, including troop withdrawals and their relationship to a settlement.

5.

The question of a Cyprus fund for -reconstruction,
readjustment and economic development.

6.
v

Any issues which arise out of the implementation
of the final settlement.

7.

The system of guarantees, international protection
of human rights, international judicial guarantees
of the constitutional system, continued United
Nations presence.

8.

Any other issues to be raised by the parties
concerned or by the Secretary-General.

IV.

Procedural Arrangements.

The Secretary-General hereby

invites President Kyprianou and His Excellency Mr. Denktash
to meet with him in Nicosia on February _

, 1979 for the

purpose of endorsing the above agenda and of agreeing on
a specific date for the resumption of full intercommunal
negotiations.

This date should fall within the four weeks

following February _ .

*&~ ^
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NOTE TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

/

As mentioned to the Secretary-General by Ambassador Ivor :
on 16 February 1979, the British have been sounding out the
parties in Cyprus about the possibility of *^jj$}~^ftyff 1.t....
meeting to be convened by the Secretary-General.
According to cables shown to us by the United Kingdom
Mission, the idea was floated on 9 February by the British
High Commissioner in a conversation with the Turkish Ambassaco:
in Nicosia, Mr. Onhon, who is said to have been "personally
responsive".

c

On 13 February, President Kyprianou told, the High Commiss:
that if the Secretary-General came to Cyprus to chair a
Kyprianou/Denktash meeting, it would be his (Kyprianou's)
intention to have detailed talks with Denktash on major
points of substance. These could take one or two days?
however, it would not be necessary for the Secretary-General
to be present after the opening session. Assuming that the
two leaders could hammer out the framework, the negotiators
could then take over to flesh it out.
On
that he
further
rolling
between

16 February, Foreign Secretary Owen cabled Mr. Richard
found Kyprianou's remarks to be encouraging. Dr. Owen
felt that the Secretary-General should set the ball
by tabling a paper designed to split the differences
the parties.
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NOTES ON THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MEETING
WITH THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF CYPRUS

Held at United Natiour. Headquarters on ?.I February 1070 at JPOO. hours

Present:
The Secretary-General
George L. Sherry

Ambassador Andreas Mavronunatis
Permanent Representative of Cyprus
to the United Nations

Ambassador Mavrommatis, while doubting that the Turkish side wanted to
resume negotiations at this stage, felt that the momentum of last December
should not be lost and that efforts to overcome the difficulties, perhaps
through alternative approaches, should be pursued. Varosha remained a
sine qua non, but he felt that it should not be impossible to find an
acceptable formulation for the question of the economic embargo arid resort
to international fora.
The Secretary-General read out Mr. Dnnktash's statement of 16 February.
He added that he would continue his efforts to find an agreed basis of
negotiations. However, he would not go to a meeting without a prepared
agenda. Nor would he accept the suggestion that he should convene a
summit meeting with President Kyprianou and Mr. Denktash which would undertake to work out an agenda for the talks. Some might seek to create the
impression that the negotiating process is proceeding, but the SecretaryGeneral would not lend himself to this counter-productive approach, which had
been tried and found wanting on six previous occasions. He would of course
be prepared to lend his good offices as soon as he received indications
from both sides tkat it was possible to reach agreement on an agenda. It
might be necessary to devise a new approach to the problem.

Mr. Mavrommatis said that he too believed that a summit meeting should
be well prepared. If the Secretary-General believed that a high-level
meeting would be helpful, the Greek Cypriots would not refuse to attend. An
alternative might be consultations in Hew York at the Foreign Minister
level. It would be helpful if a Turkish Cypriot representative - Mr. Denktaf
or one of his senior aides - were also on hand to enable the SecretaryGeneral to consult with both parties.
The Secretary-General felt that such consultations would only make
sense if the Turkish Cypriots would also send a representative, so as to
avoid the problems that arose last December. If such consultations in
New York resulted in agreement on an agenda, a summit could then be convened
in Nicosia to adopt it formally. The consultations here could take place
with very little publicity.
Mr. Mavrommatis said that he was authorized to say that his Foreign

*-

/

/

Mim'r.tor would not. bo .'iverr.o l,o tho r.nn'.o'.-l.oti procedure, and aKreed that
there should be as little publicity as possible.
The ric-cret.iiry-Ocnoral imid that the propound exorrrir.o, which would
he a continuation of the current process of consultation:;, mitflil provide
a realistic approach toward devising an acceptable agenda. Such an
agenda should be limited, since the inclusion of substantive points made
it difficult to reach agreement. It should of course be made clear that
this did not constitute a resumption of the intercomraunal talks.
Mr. Mavrommatis mentioned the importance of timing. He thought
that the proposed approach was a good one, but that if the present time
were not right, this question could be decided later.
The Secretary-General agreed that it was premature to fix a date. He
might be available during the first half of March. If the Ambassador would
verify that Mr. Rolandis agreed to the proposed procedure, the Turkish
Cypriot side could be approached.

cc:

B.E. Urquhart
Mr. R. Oalindo-Pohl
Mr. F. Mayrhofer-Grunbuhel
Central - 2
File
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TURKISH CYPRIOT PffSgTION AS OUTLINED
MR. DBNKTA5H ON 16 /FEBRUARY 1979

The main points of the Turkish Cypriot position are
outlined below, on the basis of Galindo-Pohl1s code cable of
16 February 1979 (UNFICYP 274). The numbers in parentheses
refer to the paragraphs of Denktash1s"statement,"as numbered
by us (text attached).
(1) The Makarios-Denktash guidelines of February 1977 should
be the basis of the negotiations (2,3), and should not be
diluted by reference to UN resolutions (11).

C

(2) There should be no attempt to pre-determine certain
fundamental issues, since these should be negotiated during the
talks (4).
(3)

Question of Varosha.^
(a) This question shLO^l,d_ij^JJl4iac,kledJi, as outlined
in my 20 July 1978 statement, ~-'«"-t -t-^^^^,,^!,, ».•,-; -S-T-,
said
nothing of the sort) .
(b) Varosha means the empty quarter east of Dherinia
Avenue? attempts to enlarge this have created great
difficulties for the Turkish Cypriots. The annex
to the U.
S.___paper of lo^November 1978^. .which., is also
'•
annexe"a™rto" tlie'^Secre'tary-Geherai' s working draft is—„.
therefore -unacceptable (8) .

T.

(4) The U.S. paper of 10 November 1978, having been rejected by
the Greek^Cyprl"6T;s7'v ,is irrelevant and should not be referred to
in the agenda or in 'th"e':''pr"eairiB'ular paragraphs (9).
(5)

Economic blockade.
(a) continuation of economic aggression would
impede the resumption and the healthy continuation
of the talks (13).
(b) The Secretary-General should see to it that the
Greek Cypriot side ends all its hostile activities
against the Turkish Cypriot community once the
negotiations begin (7).
(c) It is unacceptable to couple this matter with
the Varosha issue as a "political bargaining factor" (13).
It should be resolved by the Secretary-General with
the Greek Cypriots.

(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of Security Council resolution
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367 (1975), Denktash is opposed to having the Secretary-General
provide "direction as appropriate" to the interlocutors. He is
also opposed to giving the Secretary-General the right to
introduce new matters for discussion (14).
Observations
1.
Denktash's statement of 16 February and the subsequent
discussion with Galindo-Pohl suggest a further stiffening of the
Turkish position concerning the resumption of the negotiating
process.
2.
On the question of Varosha, Denktash maintains his retreat
from his proposals of 20 July 1978. He had. nothing to say about
setting up an interim administration under UN auspices or
resettling the town, but is simply prepared to "tackle" the
subject of the hotel strip east of Dherinia Avenue simultaneously
with the constitutional and territorial aspects. Hie context
makes it plain that "tackle" means "discuss".
3.
Denktash contends that since Varosha was projected in the
U.S. paper as a "humanitarian" issue, the Turkish side responded
by presenting the "economic blockade and aggression" as a
humanitarian issue as well.
(That is why the two issues appear
as sub-items of item A in Denktashrs counter-proposals of
9 January, which remain his official position). However, the
two issues cannot be negotiated or bargained against one another;
in other words, Varosha would not be yielded by the Turkish
Cypriots even if the Greek Gypriots agreed to drop economic
restrictions and hostile diplomatic moves. Indeed, it is
unacceptable to the Turkish side to have the question of political
economic relaxation treated as a "political bargaining factor"
at all. That is why Denktash told Galindo-Pohl that this
question should, not even be an item in the agenda, and dismissed
out of hand the formulation which the Secretary-General discussed
with Kyprianou over the telephone on 1 February. Denktash now
presents the "economic blockade" question as a unilateral
demand to the Greek Cypriots and as a condition for the
"resumption and healthy continuation" of the talks which the
Secretary-General should "resolve" with the Greek Cypriot side.
4.
This laboured argument has a political basis. Denktash is
unwilling to deal with the question of political/economic
relaxation as part of the negotiating process for the simple
reason that he has no quid pro QUO to offer. He is no longer
in a position to offer Varosha. Furthermore, he feels he is
in no position to reduce his own economic/political
restrictions (including the prohibitions on the movement of
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persons and. goods across the line and. on the use of property
in the north), which are far more severe than those imposed
by the Greek Cypriots. If the Greek Cypriots had. offered to
negotiate economic derestriction and political detente by
both sides, the Turkish side would have been most embarrassed.
5.
Another disturbing element is Denktash's insistence on
reducing the Secretary-General's role even beyond what was
agreed upon after lengthy negotiations in March 1975 when the
text of Security Council resolution 367 was worked out.

C

5.
It may be necessary to face the fact that the Turkish
Cypriot position as set forth by Denktash on IS February has
further reduced, for the time being, the possibility of
devising an agreed basis for the resumption of the Cyprus
talks. The game being played now relates rather to the
question of which side will appear responsible for this
development.
7.
For the Secretary-General, the present object would seem
to be to minimize the damage, to keep the process of
consultations alive, and to explore the possibilities of a new
approach to the resumption of negotiations. At the same time
it will be necessary to counter the efforts of both parties
and of certain governments to push the Secretary-General into
a position that might impair his future role. Certain ideas such as submitting a "compromise" working paper at this stage,
or calling an unprepared "summit" meeting - should therefore
be viewed with the utmost reserve. On the other hand,a
high-level meeting might become a more practical possibility
after consultations have demonstrated that some meaningful
agreement on an agenda for the talks can in fact emerge from
such a meeting.
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DATE

16 FEBRUARY 1979

NUM3ER

UNFICYP 274.

IMMEDIATE

•FURTHER UNFICYP 258.

1.

HAD ONE HOUR MEETING WITH DENKTASH AFTERNOON 16 FEBRUARY-

ATAKOL, M U N 1 R ERTEKUH AND GORGE WERE ALSO PRESENT.
""2." AT OUTSET DENKTASH READ OUT FOLLOWING STATEMENT: QUOTE:
THE AIM OF THE TURKISH CYPRIOT COMMUNITY CONTINUES TO BE TnE
RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BI-MATIONAL PARTNERSHIP OF THE TWO
COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE FRAME-WORK OF THE GUIDELINES AGREED BET-EE".
LATE ARCHBISHOP M A K A R I O S AND DEUKTA3 ON 12 FEBRUARY 1977.

WHAT G I V E S REQSON FOR ANXIETY TO THE TURKISH CYPRIOT
COMMUNITY ON THIS ISSUE IS THE APPARENT UNWILLINGNESS OF THE
GREEK CYPRIOT LEADERS TO ACCEPT THESE G U I D E L I N E S AS +THE 3A5IS;
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FOR THE NEGOTIATIONS.

~~

ON THIS POINT THE SECRETARY-GENERALS STATEMENT

IN V I E N N A Ofl

V-^J 31 MARCH 1977 IS RELEVANT:
+THESE G U I D E L I N E S COVER THE P R I N C I P A L ASPECTS OF AN AGREED,
PEACEFUL, DURABLE AND JUST SOLUTION OF THE CYPRUS PROBLEM.
THEY INCLUDE, AS WE ALL KNOW, THE TERRITORIAL AND CONSTITUTIONi.

"•;§>^:f:^-ft'<;;'^ft;;h-XrV^«;^i)':^>i;-;.:,;;.ii.-;.;T,

-

ISSUES.*

AND YET, GREEK CYPRIOT SIDE3 E"-ORT TO DOWN-GRADE THE
A;,-D TO THY TO PRE-FJETESMINE C E R T A I N FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES

SHOULD BE DECIDED BY THE INTERLOCUTORS IN THE COURSE OF THE TALKS
AS MATTERS OF MERE WORDING IN FORl-VJL ATI I-JG THE AGENDA IS G I V I N G
THE TURKISH CYPRIOT SIDE CAUSE FOR ANXIETY. WORDS WHICH WERE
NEVER USED W H I L E THE G U I D E L I N E S WERE DISCUSSED AMD AGREED ARE
NOW IMPORTED

INTO THE AGENDA OR WORDS ADVISEDLY USED D U R t f i S THOSE

DISCUSSIONS WHICH IN EFFECT ARE ANTONYMS. (E.G.

c

R E G I O N S V. ZONES)

THERE IS A H U R R I E D APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM WHICH MAY H A R M THE

(5)

PURPOSE AND AIM OF THE

NEGOTIATIONS.

THE T U R K I S H CYPR10T COMMUNITY IS GRAVELY CONCERNED THAT IF CER7A!
^FUNDAMENTAL

ISSUES* ARE NOT UNDERLINED AT THE B E 3 I N N I N 3 , WHILE

T R Y I N G TO FORMULATE AN AGENDA, AND IF AN AGENDA IS FORMULATED
WHICH THE PARTIES WILL BE FREE TO U T I L I Z E FOR THEIR OWN PURPOSES,
TIEN THE NEGOTIATIONS MAY WELL COLLAPSE W I T H I N A VERY SHORT Tl.XE
WHEREAS EVERYOHES CONCERN IS THAT NEGOTIATIONS, ONCE STARTED,
SHOULD CONTINUE UNTIL SUCCESS.

IT IS, THEREFORE,

(T)

NECESSARY THAT THE SECRETARY GENERAL SHOULD

SEE TO IT THAT THE GREEK CYPRIOT SIDE PUTS_Afl END TO ALL ITS
HOSTILE~ACTIVITIE3 AGAINST THE TURKISH COMMUNITY ONCE THE
NEGOTIATIONS

BEGIN.

THIS IS ESSENTIAL

ft)

'

FO~R THE CREATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE FOR THE

MEANINGFUL CONTINUATION OF THE TALKS

IN W H I C H THE QUESTION OF

VAROSHA WILL BE TACKLED, AS OUTLINED

IN ilY 22 JULY 1973

STATE^EM,

SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND T E R R I T O R I A L ASPECTS
OF~THE PROBLEM. WHAT THE T U R K I S H CYPRIOT S I D E UNDERSTANDS OF
THE TERM +VAROSHA+ IS CLEAR. THE ANNEX TO THE DRAFT AGENDA IS,
THEREFORE, UHACCEP_TABL.E_._THE ATTEMPT TO ENLARGE TH"fs~AREA UNDETHE GUISE OF P R E P A R I N G AN AGENDA HAS CREATED GREAT DIFFICULTIES
FOR THE TURKISH COMMUNITY IN ITS APPROACH TO THE WHOLE PROBLE::.

ANY RFFERENCF TO THF U.S. A._PAPFR.. WHICH WAS R E A D I L Y REJECTED
BY THF GRFFK CYPR IOT__ S I DF _ AND ON WHICH THE TURKISH CYPRIOT SIDE
HAS HAD NO HOMMFNT TO MAKE IN V I E W OF T H I S TOTAL REJECT 10:; 3Y
THE GREEK CYPRIOTS SHOULD NOT BE REFERRED TO IN THE A3EMD4" 0=
IN THE PRFAMBl.F TO IT."lT~ IS IRRELEVANT.

RECENT LEAKS TO T"r PRFSS THAT A PAPER

IS B E I N G EXPECTED F

THc-T'.'PKISii CYPP.IOT SIDE LCYFRUS. liAIL . QF_.1 5 .FHB?UARY_1?7S}

IS DISTURBING. IT GIVES THE IT-PRESS 10,'! THAT THE BALL !3 '.,'||H
TURKISH CYPRIOT SIDE WHEREAS THE FACT 13 THAT SOUNDINGS A?E
CONTINUING BY THE SECRETARY GENERAL WITH THE TWO CO.XMUUITIES
WITH A VIEW TO PREPARING AN AGREED AGE-IDA.
IT IS STILL OF VITAL IMPORTANCE FOR THE T U R K I S H CYPRIOT SITE
TO KNOW WHETHER THE GREEK CYPRIOTS ACCEPT +THE G U I D E L I N E S * AS
A. B A S I S FOR THE TALKS WHICH WILL AIM AT THE~FOR;!ATI ON OF
FEDERAL SYSTEM.

C

=

RECENT PUBLIC STATEMENTS EY THE GREEK CYPRI3T

LEADERS THAT THEY AIM AT A U N I T A R Y STATE"WHICH REC03NIZES NO
BOUNDARIES BETWEEN THE COMPONENT PARTS OF THE FEDER ATI 0,\' =
THEIR INSISTENCE ON THE RETURN OF ALL REFUGEES A3 A NECESSITY
WHICH IS O R D A I N E D BY THE U.N. RESOLUTIONS AND THEIR I N S I S T E N C E
TO DILUTE +THE GUIDELINES* WITHIi: THE CONTEXT OF U..1,1. RESOLL'Ti :
INDICATE THAT MORE EFFORTS HAVE. TO BE EXERTED ON THESE r'JNDAXE .
.ISSUES. THE PREPARATION OF AN AGENDA SHOULD BE AN EASY TASK 0\
THESE FUNDAMENTALS ARE SETTLED. THE PUBLICATION IN THE CYPP'JS
M A I L OF 16 FEBRUARY 1979 - +SPAIN TO HOST CYPRUS SOLIDARITY CZ .
IS MOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE EFFORTS FOR THE PREPARATION 0,- AN
AGENDA AND INDICATES THAT IF AM AGENDA IS PREPARED WITHOUT
COMING TO A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING ^

J^J_^]'|^_JO_ 3E _ACH I_EVED; A

Q U I C K RUPTURE IS UNAVOIDABLE.

THE ATTEMPT TO PROJECT THE QUESTION OF VAROSHA AS A

HUM AN I TAR I -:

ISSUE HAD BROUGHT THE TURKISH CYPRIOT REACTION OF EMPHASIZES
( IN~ THE AGENDA) THE FACT THAT A FAR GREATER H U M A N I T A R I A N ISSUE
AFFECTING THE WHOLE TURKISH COMMUNITY EXISTED VIZ. THE ECONOMIC
BLOCADE AND

AGGRESSION. •

'

*.V^*lfc^'=?^^^-^*.-r

THIS WAS

Co)

SEIZED AS

AN

ISSUE OF

BARTER I NQ_ANEM3ARj3,A. Il_fj IJ-IG^BET'.v'EE';

THE TWO ISSUES. THIS WAS QUITE UNACCEPTABLE TO THE TURKISH CY?=i
COMMUNITY. THAT IS WHY. IT WAS STATED AT THE LAST M E E T I N G THAT
THE TURKISH COMMUNITY WOULD NOT BE INTERESTED IN H A V I N G ITS
P R I M A R Y H U M A N I T A R I A N ISSUE COUPLED TO THE VAROSHA ISSUE W H I L E
P O I N T I N G OUT THAT THE C O N T I N U A T I O N OF THE ECONOMIC AGGRESSION
WOULD

IMP £DEJTHE_ j! ESIK-IP T i ON AND HEALTHY CONTINUATION OF THE TALKS.

THUS THE QUESTION OF ECONOMIC AGGRESSION EY THE GREEK CYPRIOTS
WAS

INDICATED TO BE A GRAVE MATTER WHICH T H E SEC ?.ETAR Y- 3 E!j E -, AL

SHOULD RESOLVE WITH THE GREEK CYPRIOT SIDE. "THE DESPERATION FELT
THIS POINT AND AT THE UNACCEPTABLE APPROACH OF B A R G A I N I N G THIS
!SSUE WITH VAKOSHA WAS j[XPRESSFp_ IN THE WAY THAT WE WERE NOT
INTERESTED IN H A V I N G THIS MATTER

IN THE AGENDA S l"ricFTKE~7pp'?OA

TO IT '.'/AS ::o LO-ISER Hu;iANiT,\niA:-J BUT MERELY ;.3 .; PCL.u:
B A R G A I N I N G FACTOR W H I C H IS.STILL UNACCEPTABLE TO THI 7_
C)I?RIOT SIDE.

ON THE QUESTION OF THE

INVOLVEMENT OF THE SECRETARY GE .

THE INTER-CCMMU^AL TALKS THE TURKISH CYP^IOT CO:"iU.'i ITY
HIS GOOD-OFFICES

AIJD IS GRATEFUL FOR THE P A T I E N T A!iD ':.••

HE HAS TRIED TO HELP CYPRUS THROUGH HIS GOOD-OFFICES, l
THE TURKISH COMMUNITY

c

IS VERY MUCH AFRAID THAT IF, I:.1 7

OF THE AGENDA, THE 3ECRETASY-3ENERAL IS G I V E N THE R I 3 H ~
(UNDER HIS DIRECTION) OR +TO INTRODUCE NEW MATTE'S FC=
HE WILL SEEM TO HAVE BECOME A PARTY TO THE HEGC7IAT\t":
WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT HIS USEFULNESS Of,' WHICH THE
THE TALKS UTTERLY DEPENDS.

-C

Uf-iQUOTE.

3UCr;

TO:
URQUHART
PR Oil:
GALINDO-POHL
DATR: ..7 MARCH
fW'HERs

1979

UNFICYP

'£§&';-
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\ H M E .D ! A T E

'FURTHER UNF1CYP 34?-, PARA,2 AND UHFICYP i\15, . P A~ A. 3.
1.

.MEETING AMD W O R K I N G LUNCH WITH DENKTASH, IN PRESENCE OF

ATAKOL AND GORGE, SERVED THEIR PURPOSE.
2.

TENTATIVE WO':K I.NG AGENDA WAS R E V I E W E D POINT ?>Y POINT,

DENKTASH AND ATAKOI. L I S T E N I N G A T T E N T I V E L Y TO OUR ARGUr"NTS.
A.

DENKTASH WILL G I V E FRESH C O N S I D E R A T I O N TO UN WO.r,:,:J I fJG OF

D,

R E G A R D I N G r A f ? A . T I i / ^iHLC M A I H T A I M I NG VIE 1 ." T H A T ,MO RE~
.'

FEt?E;jC : :: ML!FT BE MADfl TO 10 NOVEMUE;"; S U G G E S T ! O M 3 f
E X ' V i l U E V / f i E T i l E R HE CAH A G R E E TO REFERENCE TO UN

HE !.,'iLL
n

ESO!.V-

T I O ' I S P R O V I D E D R E L E V A N T OH A P P L I C A B L E APE inSERTED.
C.

DENKTASHS P O S I T I O N O N . V A R O f 5 H A R E M A I N S UNCHANGED.

D.

HE WILL R E C O N S I D E R WHETMEP HE CAM A C C E P T
DRAFT

E.

M.E.

ITEM 3

!M Ui,

FULL-STOP '/\FTER TROOP W I T H D R A W A L S ) .

HE FEELS STRONGLY'VABOUT K E E P I N G EXPRESS IvrJS B I-ZONAL
AND ZONES,

ALTHOUGH .HE R E A L I S E S TERMS

F E B R U A R Y 1977
HE S T R E S S E S ,

GUIDELINES.

AHE NOT USL.D

THEU.E-WAS FULL

IM

UNDERSTAND!;^,

BETWEEN HIM AND M A K A R I O S T H A T n'|-CO?-;MUNR

HAD ALSO HE AN IMG OF BI-ZONAL, BUT LATTER TERi-1 VM? MOT
IHSEPJED AT r,AXAiJ!OSS-..3REC..lK-IC--REOiJEST SO HfT COULn^''"

~

TI-3T R-;EPAR.E NIS PUBLIC opiiiio;-!. IF GREEI; C Y P R I O T S ,
DENKTASH SAYS, ARE NOW

IN TWO ..JlliJjS •):•{ i-; l.-ZOl; AL ! i Y, TMEH

-;" - HE .BETTER MEET KYPR I'ANOU WITHOUT ' AGENDA^TOTCTAR f F'Y";?;'^v.:
' - G R E E K CYPRIOTS A I M S ONCE" AND FOR ALL.

,;-if.., RE ECONOMIC Aril) P O L i r i C A l
'

WHETHER

MY SUGGESTION

\'X(\'..':i

D E N K T A S H V/ILL E X A M I N E

IN UNFICYP 067,

PARA.4, CAN UE

HELPFUL (ALTHOUGH GREEK CYPRIOTS H A V E NOT BEEN CONSULTED
AS YET) .

3.

.

DENKTASH, W H I L E STILL READY TO SEND ATAKOL TO NEW YORK.

CONTINUES TO BELIEVE THAT N O " A D V A N T A G E WOULD BE D E R I V E D FROM
SUCH CONSULTATIONS

W I T H SECGEN AT THIS JUNCTURE AND SUGGESTS

THAT, 'INSTEAD, UPON HIS RETURN FROM A N K A R A . TODAYS DISCUSSION
BE CONTINUED
IN EFFORT TO N A R R O W GAP.

C

4.

I N C I D E N T A L L Y , KYPfMANOU ANO ROLAND IS W I L L NOW RE G O I N G TO

GREECE. ONLY ON 1 A P R I L , . B U T , IN M E A N T I M E , P O L A N D I S PLANS TO
TRAVEL TO BRUSSELS ON EEEEEECCC HATTERS. HE CONTMUES TO FEEL
THAT AS FAR AS HIS AND ATAKOLS POSSN-LE T R I P TO NEW YORK io
CONCERNED, T H I N G S SHOULD NOT BE RUSHED, AND G I V E S AS A D D I T I O N A L
REASON THAT THERE WOULD HARDLY RE ENOUGH T I M E LEFT FOR CONSULTATIONS BEFORE SECGENS DEPARTURE . FROM HEADQUARTERS- ALSO FROM
THAT P O I N T OF V I E W SECOND HALF OF APRIL WOULD BE PREFERABLE,
HE SAYS,

5.

IN V I E W OF FACT THAT V I E W S OF fiOTH SIDES C O I N C I D E ON T I M I N G

OF POSSIBLE CONSULTATIONS WITH SECGEN, CAN
AGREES W I T H MY V I E W EXPRESSED

I ASSUME THAT SECGEN

IN U N F I C Y P ACT/, PARA.fi, THAT

WHILE IDEA OF CONSULTATIONS SHOULD D E F I N I T E L Y HE KEPT A L I V E , MY CONTACTS SHOULD C O N T I N U E IN N I C O S I A FOR T I M E DEING? WOULD
APPRECIATE R E C E I V I N G YOUR A D V I C E . ENDALL
COL 423 3'itf 2 'M5'3
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CONFIDENTIAL

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF THE NEGOTIATIONS
ON THE
SECRETARY-GENERAL'S WORKING DRAFT

PARAGRAPH I

Secretary-General's text
19 December 1973:

The parties to the intercommunal talks agree to negotiate i- "Z!.
faith in a sustained manner, under the auspices and directi". ~f
the Secretary-General towards a comprehensive settlement of ~'r.s
Cyprus problem.

22 January 1979=

The parties to the intercommunal talks agree to negotiate ir. -r~c:
faith in a sustained manner through the good offices o? the
Secretary-General, under his auspices and with his direction,
as appropriate, towards a comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus
problem.

lU March 1979:

Unchanged.

PARAGRAPH I

Greek_ Gypriot position

c

19 December 1973:

Accepted.

2h January 1979:

Would "be prepared to insert "in a spirit of reducing tension
and promoting good will" following "in good faith", if this
could be useful in avoiding any reference to economic and
political warfare.

PARAGRAPH I

Turkish Cynriot position

c

9 January 1979:

Denktash objects to the vords "under the direction'' of the
Secretary-General. Turkish Cypriot text:
'"The parties to the intercoimnunal talks agree to negotiate
in good faith in a sustained manner through the good o f f i c e s
of the Secretary-General towards a comprehensive settlement
of the Cyprus problem''.

7 March 1979:

Denktash promises to give further consideration to Secretary-General's
wording.

PARAGRAPH II
Secretary-General's text

e

19 December 1973:

The parties agree that, as indicated in the Makarios-Denktash
guidelines of 12 February 1977 > the Republic of Cyprus shall
be a bi-communal federal state. The independence, sovereignty
and territorial integrity of the Repbulic of Cyprus shall be
assured, as shall its right to conduct a policy of non-alignser
The incorporation of all or part of the Republic into any other
state shall be expressly prohibited.

22 January 1979:

Unchanged.

lU March 1979:

Unchanged.

PARAGRAPH II

Greek Cyoript position
19 December 1973:

c

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH II

Turkish Cypriot position
9 January 1979:

c

ft'

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH III
(Introduction)
Secretary-General's text
19 December 1978:

In the light of the discussions with the parties and of the
suggestions which vere submitted to them and to the
Secretary-General on 10 November 1978, over which the parties
have expressed a number of reservations, and bearing in mind
UN resolutions, the negotiations will follow the agenda belcv.

22 January 1979-

In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines, in light of
discussions of the parties, and of the suggestions that were
submitted to them, and to the Secretary-General on 10 November 1576,
to which the parties may have certain reservations, and bearir.;: in
mind the UN resolutions, the intercommunal talks will follow ~'r.e
agenda below.

lU March 1979:

In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines, bearing in nir.d
the relevant UN resolutions, and having received certain suggest.iens
on 10 November 1978, to which the parties may have certain
reservations, the intercommunal talks will follow the agenda celcv.

-rfiiyv^r<?r^-^-r-i •-;r~.~-..-.-*.::it^t^.u^~~-' i ' -u'^re

;-.-V-m*^ .-•: ,-..':-ia;V'C*rs •.•;.;•:-,•••.••<•

PARAGRAPH III
(introduction)
Greek Cvoriot uosition
January 1979:

c

Rolandis suggests the following wording:
''In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines, in the
light of discussions with the parties and the suggestions
that were submitted to them and to the Secretary-General
on 10 November 1978, over which a number of objections and
reservations have been expressed and in compliance (or in
conformity) with the UN resolutions..."

PARAGRAPH III
(introduction)

Turkish Cypriot position

c

c

9 January 1979:

Denktash stresses that talks should be based on the Makarios-Der.L-"=sn.
guidelines and that these should not be watered down by any referer.se
to UN resolutions. He further objects to inclusion of any reference
to the 10 November suggestions. He suggests the following woriir.~:
"In the light of the Makarios-Denktash agreement of 12 February
1977, the intercommunal talks will follow the agenda belov.

7 March 1979:

While maintaining his objection to reference to the 10 November
suggestions, Denktash says he will consider accepting reference
to UN resolutions provided "relevant7' or "applicable'1 is inserted..

PARAGRAPH III-l and 2

Secretary-General's text
19 Decamber 1979'

1.
Varosha
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will and to resolve
pressing humanitarian problems, the Varosha area shall be
resettled under UN auspices. Such resettlement shall be
initiated in phase with the resumption of full intercommunal
negotiations on a comprehensive agreement as outlined in this
agenda. Possible arrangements in this regard have been suggests:
by certain governments and these are annexed for easy reference.
(The annex being the one attached to the 10 November suggestions.

22 January

1979'

The new text maintains pretty much the previous wording with fev
exceptions, but adds one more sub-para. The first sub-para,
becomes known as item 1 and the second sub-para, as item 2.
1.
Varosha
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will, establish mutual
confidence and resolve pressing humanitarian problems, the Varcs:
area shall be resettled under UN auspices. Such resettlement sr.;
be initiated in phase with the resumption of the full interco:rr.u:
negotiations on a comprehensive Cyprus settlement as outlined in
this agenda with special reference to item 2. Possible arranser.in this regard have been suggested and these are annexed for
reference.
(Annex unchanged.)
2.
Initial political and economic measures
In order to improve further the atmosphere of good will and nutv=l
confidence and resolve pressing humanitarian problems between tr.e
two communities, the parties recognize the importance, without
prejudice to their respective positions concerning property rights,
of progressively reducing the confrontation and tension between the
two communities in the political and economic spheres that ni.~;:t
adversely affect the progress of the talks.

c
March 1979:

1.
Varosha
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will, establish mutual
confidence and resolve pressing humanitarian problems, the Varosha
area shall be resettled under UN auspices. Possible arrangements
in this regard are annexed for easy reference.
(Relevant paragraphs in quotes or para-phrased, of A/33/187 annex,
i.e. Denktash 20 July Varosha proposals.)
2.

Initial measures by both sides for normalization in the political
and economic fields
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will and mutual confidence
and resolve pressing humanitarian problems, the parties will discuss,
without prejudice to their respective positions concerning property
rights, practical measures by both sides regarding (a) the question of
a political truce between the parties (b) the question of reducing
restrictions on both sides to trade, communications and travel.

PARAGRAPH III-l and 2
(continued)
Greek Cypriot position
19 December 19T8:

Accepted.

22 January 1979:

Rolandis accepts item 1 provided that the annex includes the
following wording in the opening para:
"...in arranging the modalities including an adequate
time-table for an early settlement,;;"
Rolandis cannot accept item 2.

1 February 1979=

In a telephone conversation with the Secretary-General,
President Kyprianou rejects any reference to political and
economic measures. A new text ( to be inserted in para. I
of working draft or, preferably, in a statement by the
Secretary-General or in an exchange of letters) is discussed
along the following lines:
"It is my /Secretary-General 1 s_7" understanding that both sides
will refrain from anything which .will jeopardize the positive
outcome of the negotiations."

21 February 1979:

Ambassador Mavrommatis hints at the possibility of finding a
formulation of item 2 acceptable to the Greek Cypriot side.

22 March 1979=

Pelaghias informs that the revised Annex on Varosha ( i . e .
quotation of Denktash's 20 July proposal) is not acceptable;
the Cyprus Government insists on keeping the 10 November annex,
which also appeared in the Secretary-General's 19 December ar.d.
22 January drafts.

c

Pelaghias also indicates that sub-para. 2 of lU March text is
unacceptable as his Government will not accept any reference
to political and economic measures.

PARAGRAPH III-l and 2
(continued)
Turkish Cvnriot nosition
9 January 1979=

The Turkish Cypriot counter-proposal links the question of Yarosha
to the lifting of the economic embargo. Their new text of para.
III-l and 2 reads as follows:
"Varosha and other pressing humanitarian problems.
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will and to resolve
pressing humanitarian problems concerning the two communities
(a) the resettlement under the UN auspices of Varosha shall ':
carried out through negotiations on its modalities with the
resumption of result-oriented interconmunal talks towards a
comprehensive agreement as outlined in this agenda;
(b) the economic blockade, all the measures restricting
communications with the outside world and travel abroad will :
lifted and all the hostile diplomatic activities in internaticr
fora will be terminated with the resumption of full intercom',
negotiations."
(Denktash does not refer to any annex.)

2 February 1979:

Denktash rejects the formula discussed during the telephone
conversation between the Secretary-General and President
Kyprianou on 1 February.

16 February

Denktash states that a continuation of the economic blockade
would impede the resumption and healthy continuation of the
talks. He indicates that he is not interested any more in hasuch an item in the agenda to be "bartered against" Varosha,
but that the Secretary-General should resolve this matter vi-;
the Greek Cypriot side.

1979:

Denktash categorically rejects the annex to1".he 10 November
"framework" suggestions, reproduced in the drafts of 19 Decer.":
and 22 January, as it would enlarge the geographical area of
Varosha to be resettled.
7 March 1979:

Denktash hints at the possibility of other formulations of
item 2 to be included in the agenda.

PARAGRAPH III-3
Secretary-General's text
19 December 1973:

Constitutional aspects
(a) Establishment of a federal, bi-communal state under
which the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity
and unity of the country as -well as its non-alignment will be
safeguarded.
(b) Nature of the State as a federal bi-communal republic.
(c)
Constitutional structure of the federal system on the
basis of applicable factors and considerations.
(d) Fundamental human rights with particular reference to
the freedom of movement, freedom of settlement and right to
property, taking into consideration the fundamental basis of
a bi-communal federal system and certain practical difficulties
which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot community.
(e) Powers and functions of the Central Government and of the
constituent regions, including the division of such powers and
functions and the question of residual powers.
(f)
Executive powers - President, Vice-President, Council of
Ministers, civil service.
(g) Legislative powers - structure, composition and procedures.
(h) Judicial powers - structure, composition and functions.
(i) Basic principles as to the functioning of the regions.

22 January 1979:

Constitutional aspects
(a) is now (b)

(b) is now (c)
(c) is now: Establishment of a federal government, the pov
and functions of which will, inter alia safeguard the indepe:riC.er.-e ,
sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of the State as
its bi-communal character and its right to conduct a policy c:
non-alignment.
(d) unchanged.
(e) is now: Powers and functions of the Federal Government
the constituent regions, including the division of such powe
functions and the question of residual powers.
( f ) unchanged.
(g) unchanged,
(h) unchanged.

(i) is now: Basic principles as to the functioning of the
regions of the Federal Republic.
March 1979:

Unchanged.

PARAGRAPH III-3
(continued)
Greek Cypriot position

C

19 December 1978:

Accepted.

22 January 1979:

Accepts the new wording, but suggests that para. 3 (a) should
become (c); 3 (b) should become (a) and; 3 (c) should become (

PARAGRAPH III-3
(continued)

Turkish Gypriot position

c-

9 January 1979=

The major change introduced by Denktash is the insertion of the
word ''bi-zonal" in a number of sub-paragraphs:
Constitutional aspects
(a) Establishment of a Federal Government, the powers and funct
of which will safeguard the independence, sovereignty, territcri;
integrity, unity, non-alignment, the bi-communal and bi-zonal
character of the State.
(b) Nature of the State as a Federal bi-communal and bi-zonal
Republic.
(c)
Constitutional structure of the Federal system on the basis
applicable factors and considerations.
(d) Fundamental human rights with particular reference to the f:
of movement, freedom of settlement and right to property, taking into
consideration the fundamental basis of a bi-communal, bi-zonal
federal system and certain practical difficulties which may aris;
for the Turkish Cypriot community.
(e) Powers and functions of theFederal Government.
(f)
Executive powers.
(g) Legislative powers of the Federal Government - structure,
composition and procedures.
(h) Judicial powers of the Federal Government - structure,
composition and functions.
(i) Basic principles as to the functioning of the Federated
Governments.

16 February 1979:

Unchanged, except para. 3 ( i ) , where the word "Governments'' is
replaced by the word "States".

7 March

Denktash reiterates his adherence to the expression "bi-zonal'1 an i
"zones", claiming that "bi-zonal" was used during his meeting wit'r.
Makarios and was not inserted at Makarios' specific request, so he
could first prepare his public opinion. (Our records confirm that
the word "bi-zonal" was used on 12 February 1977•)

PARAGRAPH Ill-k
Secretary-General's text_

C

19 December 1978:

Territorial aspects and criteria for the determination of the ;
of the two regions.

22 January 1979:

Territorial aspects and criteria.
the two regions.

lU March 1979=

Unchanged.

Determination of the area c:

(con tinned)
•'reek CVT>r i_qt_ _pq_sitiOIT_

c

c

i? December 1978:

Accepted.

'-^. January 1979=

Accented.

PARAGRAPH III-H
(continued)

Turkish Cynriot position
9 January 1979=

Territorial aspects and criteria for the determination of the
area of the two zones.

16 February 1979: Territorial aspects.

c

PARAGRAPH III-5
Secretary-General's text

c-

19 December 1973:

The question of demilitarization of the territory of the
Republic including troop withdrawals.

22 January 1979:

Unchanged.

lU March 1979:

Unchanged.

PARAGRAPH III-5
(continued)

Greek Qrvriot nos iti on

c

19 December 1973:

Accepted.

22 January 1979:

Accepted.

Ik March 1979:

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH III-5
(continued)
Turkish Cyoriot position

c

9 January 1979:

The question of demilitarization of the territory of the
Republic of Cyprus including troop withdrawals as an integral
part of the final settlement.

7 March 1979:

Denktash indicates he may reconsider his version in favour of
the Secretary-General's text.

PARAGRAPH III-6

Secretary-General's text
19 December 1978:

The question of a Cyprus fund for reconstruction, readjustment
and economic development.

22 January 1979:

Unchanged.

lU March 1979=

Unchanged.

PARAGRAPH III-6
(continued)

Greek Cynriot position

19 December 1973=

c

c

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH II1-6
(continued)

Turkish Cypriot position
19 December 197o:

c

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH III-T

Secretary-General's text
19 December 1978:

Any issue which arises out of the implementation of the
settlement.

22 January 1979=

Unchanged.

lU March 1979=

Unchanged.

fins

PARAGRAPH III-7
(continued)

Greek Cvnriot nosition
19 December 1973:

c

C

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH III-T
(continued)

Turkish Cypriot position
9 January 1979=

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH III-8 and 9

Secretary-General's text
19 December 1973:

Para. 8: Any other issue to be raised "by the parties conceinei
or by the Secretary-General, including the question of guarantees ,
international protection of human rights, international judicial
guarantees of the constitutional system, continued United Naticr.3
presence.

22 January 1979:

8.
The system of guarantees, international protection of hur.sr.
rights , international judicial guarantees of the constitutions^
system, continued United Nations presence.
9.
Any other issue to be raised by the parties concerned or ~y
the Secretary-General

lU March 1979:

8 and 9 are deleted.

f

*'

PARAGRAPH III-8 and 9
(continued)

Greek Cypriot position

c

19 December 1978:

Accepted.

22 January 1979:

Accepted.

PARAGRAPH I I I- 8 and 9
(continued)

Turkish C y r i o t position
9 January 1979:

Dentash objects to the right given to the Secretary-General to
introduce any matters for discussion and his wording of para. 5
reads as follovs :
''The system of guarantees."

16 February 1979: Dentash adds two new paragraphs which read as follows:
9- The discussion of the need or otherwise for internaticr.s.1
protection of human rights, international judicial guarantees
of the constitutional system.
10. Any other relevant issue to be raised by the parties ccr.oemed.

c

PARAGRAPH IV

Secretary-General's text
19 December 1978:

Procedural arrangements.

22 January 1979:

Unchanged.

lit March 1979:

Immediately upon convening, and after their opening statements ,
the interlocutors will establish four committees which will
respectively deal with:
(i) Varosha
(ii) Initial measures by both sides for normalization in tr.e
political and economic fields
(iii) constitutional aspects

(iv) territorial aspects.

c

Committees (i) and (ii), which will meet simultaneously, will ce
instructed to report to the plenary talks as soon as possible ,
it being understood that implementation of the practical steps
that may be recommended by them would be carried out simultaneously
or in phase.

IV

f

.'-reek Cypri ot _po s i t ipn_

i9 December 19TO:

Accepted.

?2 January 1979:

Accepted.

? March

1979:

Pelaghias informs that para. IV of ih March is unacceptable.
both on substantive and procedural grounds.

PARAGRAPH IV

Turkish Cynriot position
9 January 1979=

c

Deleted.
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lO March 1979

Revised working draft
\I. The parties to the intercommunal talks agree to negotiate
;' in good faith in a sustained manner through the good offices of
the Secretary-General, under his auspices and with his direction
as appropriate, "towards a comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus
problem.
II. The parties agree that, as indicated in the HakariosDenktash guidelines of 12 February 1977, the Republic of Cyprus
shall be a bi-communal federal state. The independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Cyprus
shall be assured, as shall its right to conduct a policy of nonalignment. The incorporation of all or part of the Republic
into any other state shall be expressly prohibited.
III. In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines; bearing
in mind the relevant UN resolutions; and havirig "eceiv£g_cerjhaj.nL_
suggestions on 10 November 1978, to which the parties may have
certain reservations, the intercommunal talks will follow the
agenda below:

-, /
/

1.

i

>•{'"" • '-"'

Varosha
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will,
establish mutual confidence and resolve pressing
humanitarian problems, the Varosha area shall be
resettled under UN auspices. Possible arranaemervts^^in^
this regard, as proposed by the Turkish Cypriot
community, are annexed for easy reference.
2.

:

/ '-v'

Initial political and economic measures
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will and
mutual conficTeHc'e'^ahd'-'-resolve pressing humanitarian
problems, the parties will disc^uas, without prejudice
to their respective positions concerning property rights,
_prac_ti.cal_rn.eassures by both j3iq.es regarding (a) the
question of a political truce between the parties;
(b) the question of reducing restrictions to trade,
communications and travel.

3-

Constitutional aspects

* *•„

(a) Nature of the state as a federal
bi-communal republic.
(b)

Constitutional structure of the federal

system on the basis of applicable factors and
considerations.
»

(c)

Establishment of a federal government, the

powers and functions of which will, inter alia safeguard
the independence, sovereignty, unity.and'territorial
integrity of the State as well as its bi-communal
character and its right to conduct a policy of nonalignment.
(d)

Fundamental human rights with particular

reference to the freedom of movement, freedom of setlement and right to property, taking into
consideration the fundamental basis of a bi-commur.= !
federal system and certain practical difficulties
which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot community.
(e)

Powers and functions of the Federal Govern-

ment and of the constituent regions, including the
;stion
division of such powers and functions and the quesof residual powers.
(f)

Executive powers - President, Vice-President,

Council of Ministers, civil service.
(g)

Legislative powers - structure, composition

and procedures.
(h)

Judicial powers - structure, composition and

functions.
(i)

Basic principles as to the functioning of the

two regions of the Federal Republic.
4.

Territorial aspects and criteria.

of the area of the two regions.

Determination

r* • ('.

5.

The question of demilitarization of the territory

of the Republic of Cyprus, including troop withdrawals.
6.

The question of a Cyprus fund for. reconstruction,

readjustment and economic development.
7.
'-*-

Any issues which arise out of the implementation

of the final settlement.
IV. immediately upon convening, and after their opening staters
the interlocutors will establish four committees which will
respectively deal with:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Varosha
political relaxation and economic derestriction
by both sides
constitutional aspects
territorial aspects.

Committees (i) and. (ii) , which will meet simultaneously, will te
instructed to report to the plenary talks as soon as possible,
it being understood, that implementation of the practical steps
that may be recommended by them would be carried out simultanec:
or in phase.

CONFIDENTIAL

22 January 1979
Revised working draft

<.!>

I.

The. parties to the intercommunal talks agree to negotiate

in good faith in a sustained manner through the good offices of
the Secretary-General, under his auspices and with his direction
as appropriate, towards a comprehensive settlement of the Cyprus
problem.
II.

The parties agree that, as indicated in the Makarios-

Denktash guidelines of 12 February 1977., the Republic of Cyprus
shall be a bi-conamunal federal state.

The independence,

sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Cyprus
shall be assured, as shall its right to conduct a policy of nonalignment.

The incorporation of all or part of the Republic

into any other state shall be expressly prohibited.
III. In the light of the Makarios-Denktash guidelines; in the
light also of the discussions with the parties and of the sugges-ions
that were submitted to them and to the Secretary-General on
10 November 1978, to which the parties may have certain
reservations, and bearing in mind the UN resolutions, the intercommunal talks will follow the agenda below:
1.

Varosha
In order to promote an atmosphere of good will,

establish mutual confidence and resolve pressing
humanitarian problems, the Varosha area shall be
resettled under UN auspices.

Such resettlement shall

be initiated in phase with the resumption of the full
intercommunal negotiations on a comprehensive Cyprus

- 2 settlement as outlined in this agenda, with special
"'

reference to item 2.

Possible arrangements in this

regard have been suggested, and these are annexed
for easy reference.

2.

Initial political and economic measures
In order to improve further the atmosphere of

good will and mutual confidence and resolve pressing

C

humanitarian problems between £he two communities, the

;u^. i-f &t} *. i'l & -iMj ,v ^ t~: u t ? <•

parties will negotiate practical mbasures, without
prejudice to their respective positions concerning

A/-"

property rights, for progressively reducing the confrontation and tension between the two communities in the
political and economic spheres that might adversely
affect the progress of the talks.
3.
,

Constitutional

aspects

(a) Nature of the State as a federal
bi-communal republic.
(b)

Constitutional structure of the federal

system on the basis of applicable factors and
considerations.
(c)

Establishment of a federal government, the

powers and functions of which will, inter alia safeguard
the independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial
integrity of the State as well as its bi-communal
character and its right to conduct a policy of nonalignment.

(a)

Fundamental human rights with particular

reference to the freedom of movement, freedom of settlement and right to property, taking into
consideration the fundamental basis of a bi-communal
federal system and certain practical difficulties
which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot community.
(e)

Powers and functions of the Federal Govern-'

ment and of the constituent regions, including the
division of such powers and functions and the question
of residual powers.
(f)

Executive powers - President, Vice-President,

Council of Ministers, civil service.
(g)

Legislative powers - structure, composition

and procedures.
(h)

Judicial powers - structure, composition and

functions.
(i)

Basic principles as to the functioning of the

two regions of the Federal Republic.
4.

Territorial aspects and criteria.

Determination

of the area of the two regions.
5.

The question of demilitarization of the territory

of the Republic of Cyprus, including troop withdrawals.
6.

The question of a Cyprus fund for reconstruction,

readjustment and economic development.
7.

Any issues which arise out of the implementation

of the final settlement.

- 4 -

8.

The system of guarantees, international

protection of human rights, international judicial
guarantees of the constitutional system, continued
United Nations presence.
9.

Any other issues to be raised by the parties

concerned or by the Secretary-General.
IV.

Procedural arrangements.

CONFIDENTIAL
*.

THE VAROSHA AREA
r>

The parties to the intercommunal talks shall co-operate
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and his
representatives in arranging the modalities, including an
adequate timetable, for an early resettlement of the Varosha
area.

The following guidelines will obtain:
(a)

f

The area for resettlement shall encompass ter-

ritory lying to the east of the village of Ayios Nikolaos
and to the south of the old Hicosia-Famagusta road.

In

defining the precise area for resettlement, the concerns of
the Turkish Cypriot party for the security of old Famagusta
and Famagusta Harbor shall be taken into account.
(b)

The area for resettlement shall be administered

under the supervision of the United Nations, and shall be
considered as an extension of the present United Nations
^

buffer zone.

There shall be a Greek Cypriot and a Turkish

Cypriot liaison officer to the United Nations authorities for
this purpose.

Cypriot laws and regulations shall be in force

in the area of resettlement.
(c)

It is understood that as many former residents of

the area of resettlement may return as choose.

There shall

be no fixed numerical limitation.
(d)

Those who return to the area for resettlement

shall not be subject to further involuntary displacement.

CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT - GLS/To

SUGGESTED TIME TABLE

- UN survey team, accompanied by Gree>
Cypriot and. Turkish Cypriot liaison officers^
enters Varosha to commence surveying the
area for resettlement as defined, in para;-^-^'(a) of the annex on Varosha. The team vi.ll
enjoy freedom of movement and the co-opera- io
of all authorities and will submit its
initial report within 10 days.

A +5

-

High level meeting opens .

A + JT

-

High level meeting approves
draft guidelines and agenda fcr
the resumption of the inter communal
negotiations, and refers them to the interlocutors for action.

A + Ih

- Interlocutors meet and, immediately a;~er
opening statements , take up item 1 of the
agenda on the "basis of a working paper or.
Varosha prepared by the Secretary-General
in consultation and agreement with the
parties. Att:.ched to the working paper
will be a map (prepared by the survey
team) designating sectors (A,B,C) for phased
resettlement. Sector A will be the area
bounded by Dherinia Avenue to the west ,
Dhimo&ratias Avenue and Asteroskipiou Street
to the north, the Mediterranean Sea to ths
east and the present Turkish cease-fire line
to the south, (The exact northern boundaries
of the narrow sectors north of Dhimo^ratias
Avenue and immediately south of the old
Nicosia-Famagusta road

be left for

A + 18

- Interlocutors formally adopt t^ie worl-'.ir.g
paper, which becomes the agreed"£jlan for -'-_:_
resettlement of Varosha under UN auspicas."

A

- The UITfrVarosha interim ^-dministraticn
(UI-JVIA) is formally established, with initial
authority over .Sector A. Turkish and Turkish^
Eii4*-&«ar-y" personnel are withdrawn from-Sector '
A and are redeployed on their new temporary
cease—fire lines along Dherinia and
DhinoTiratias Avenues. UHFICYP-lTICrVPOL ass'-ines
security functions in sector A.

- 2-

20

- Interlocutors take up item 2 of the zzzr.ds.;
and the three committees (on constituticr.s-L,
territorial and economic aspects) cerumen-e
work on respective agenda items.
First group of Greek Cypriot residents e--er
Sector A for resettlement (the rate of ir^TLcv
to be reasonably controlled in accordance vith
a plan to be vorked out betveen UI7FICY? ar.i
Greek Cypriot authorities).

A + 71

- UNVIA assumes authority over Sector 3.

A + 72

- Greek Cypriot residents begin returning to
Sector B.

. A + 91
A + 92

- UITVTA assumes authority over Sector C.
- Greek Cypriot residents begin returning ~o
Sector C.
(Sisilar procedure for Sectors D,E,F)
- interlocutors reach agreement on ncr^hsrr.
boundaries of area of resettlement. These are
then delineated by the survey team, fomi-c
Sectors G and H.

A + 130

- UrP/IA assumes authority over Sectors C- =Jid H.

A + 131

- Greek Cypriot residents begin returning ^o
Sectors G and H.

\.

(Areas -.:ith s.Tir-1.1 factories
and. i.r;:':jfcrr;or stations)

\

V
^v

(;-u'i,i:il;v' a,r;ric ^ i. tural aim
3carc-;:iy 'cunul.itod are:i)

<^j^

T X E R E fi

E

A N

PROCEDURE
1

1.

The venue of the talks will normally be Nicosia (UNFICYP conference z^:^^.

at the Ledra Palace Hotel).

Meetings may also be held from time to tine £.-

United Nations Headquarters in New York.

Committees will normally meet i^

Nicosia.
2.

Upon reconvening, the interlocutors, after their introductory general

statements, will proceed to set up working committees to consider, and retcrt
on,the following subjects:
(a) constitutional aspects
(b) territorial aspects
*^ ,)

(c)

economic aspects ("reconciliation fund")

Provision will also be made for a drafting committee.

Additional subsidiary

bodies may be set up as necessary.
3.

The committees will consist of deputies to be appointed by the inter-

locutors.

The deputies may be assisted by a small number of experts.

Tiey

will meet under the auspices of a Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral or a deputy designated by him.
h.

The Secretary-General may convene meetings of the plenary talks at Li?

discretion, and may recommend from time to time and as appropriate joint, iig:-,t'\_•'

level meetings.
"
committees.
5.

The Special Representative may convene meetings of the

There shall be no records of proceedings.

However, as in the past, ^

record shall be kept by the Secretariat for the Secretary-General's use inly.
Confidentiality of meetings shall be fully respected.
6.

The committees will be so organized as to be able to meet simultaneously.

CONFIDENTIAL
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19 December 1973 „/'/£,

i,

Working draft
I.

The parties to the intercommunal talks agree to negotiate

in good faith in a sustained manner under the auspices and
direction of the Secretary-General towards a comprehensive
settlement of the Cyprus problem.

X"
/

II.
The parties agree that, as indicated in the MakariosDenktash guidelines of 12 February 1977, the Republic of Cyprus
shall be a bi-comraunal federal state. The independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Cyprus
shall be assured, as shall its right to conduct a policy of
non-alignment. The incorporation of all or part of the Repubii
into any other state shall be expressly prohibited.
III. In the light of discussions with the parties and of the
suggestions which were submitted to them and to the SecretaryGeneral on 1O November 1978, over which the parties have
expressed a number of reservations, and bearing in mind United
Nations resolutions, the negotiations will follow the agenda
below:
A.

,,/ '
-y )

Varosha

In order to promote an atmosphere of good will
and to resolve pressing humanitarian problems, the
Varosha area shall be resettled under United Nations
auspices. Such resettlement shall be initiated
in phase with the resumption of full intercommunal
negotiations on a comprehensive agreement as outlined
in this agenda.

Possible arrangements in this regard

have been suggested by certain governments, and these
are annexed for easy reference.
B.

Constitutional Aspects

(1) Establishment of a federal, bi-communal state
under which the independence, sovereignty, territorial
integrity and unity of the country as well as its
non-alignment will be safeguarded.

_ 2 —

(2) Nature of the State as a federal bi -communal
republic.
(3) Constitutional structure of the federal system
on the basis of applicable factors and. considerations.
(4) Fundamental human rights with particular
reference to the freedom of movement, freedom o,f
settlement and right to property, taking into
consideration the fundamental basis of a bi-communal
federal system and certain practical difficulties
which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot community.
•v. .'

(5) Powers
ment and of
division of
of residual

and functions of the Central Governthe constituent regions, including the
such powers and functions and the question
powers.

(6) Executive powers - President, Vice-President,
Council of Ministers, civil service.
(7) Legislative powers - structure, composition
and procedures.

f\
^ )

(8) Judicial powers - structure, composition and
functions.
(9) Basic principles as to the functioning of the
regions.
C.
Territorial aspects and criteria for the
determination. of the area of the two regions.
D.
The question of demilitarization of the territory
of the Republic of Cyprus, including troop withdrawals.
E.
The question of a Cyprus fund for reconstruction,
readjustment and economic development.
F.
Any issues which arise out of the implementation
of the final settlement.
' .G.

Any other issues to be raised by the parties

- 3 concerned or by the Secretary-General, including the
question of guarantees, international protection of
human rights, international judicial guarantees of
the constitutional system, continued United Nations
presence.
IV.

procedural arrangements.

CONFIDENTIAL
THE VAROSHA AREA

The parties to the intercommunal talks shall cooperate
with the Secretary General of the United Nations and his
.'.= "!i

representatives in arranging the modalities for an early
resettlement of the Varosha area.

The following guidelines

will obtain:
f
\- \
""•'

(a) The area for resettlement shall encompass territory lying to the east of the village of Ayios Nikolaos
and to the south of the old Nicosia-Famagusta road.

In

defining the precise area for resettlement, the concerns of
the Turkish Cypriot party for the security of_01d Famagusta
and Famagusta Harbor shall be taken into account.
(b)

The area for resettlement shall be administered

under the supervision of the United Nations, and shall be
x-".

considered as an extension of the present United Nations

~J

buffer zone.

There shall be a Greek Cypriot and a Turkish

Cypriot liaison officer to the United Nations authorities
for this purpose.

Cypriot laws and regulations shall be in

force in the area of resettlement.
(c)

It is understood that as many former residents of

the area of resettlement may return as choose.

There shall

be no fixed numerical limitation.
(d)

Those who return to the area for resettlement

shall not be subject to further involuntary displacement.
....,.:
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FICHE DE TRANSMISSION

R O U T I N G SLIP
TO:
A:

CONF'-'DENTIAL
ROUTING JLI
TO:
A:

Mr. Erik Suy

FROM: Brian

E<

DE:

1 Dec. 1978

POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR A P P R O V A L

POUR A P P R O B A T I O N

FOR COMMENTS
MAY WE DISCUSS?
YOUR ATTENTION

POUR OBSERVATIONS'
POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER ?

\'

V O T R E ATTENTION
COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDS
NOTER ET RETOURNER
:

FOR INFORMATION

POUR INFORMATION

1. American paper designed to
provide a new basis of negotiations
for resumed intercommunal talks on
Cyprus.

PO.~ ^ - - ~ . ~ - • - T!H^^f5

MAY WE DISCUSS?

P 0 - * 3 ' i ' '- - •- '•• S.^FN T" 7

YOUR A T T E N T I O N

VO * ; i

: •- , LZ5N

AS DISCUSSED

COfn^E '. '.

E--3--S

.

AS R E Q U E S T E D

SLTE A . : - - E 3EMANI-

NOTE AND R E T U R N

NO -.' .

FOR I N F O R M A T I O N

P

(b)

/^-,

Extens/d^i- Posle

D^te

6 Dec. 10?B
FOR ACTION

POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR A P P R O V A L

POUR A P P R O B A T I O N

FOR SIGNATURE

POUR SIGNATURE

FOR COMMENTS

POUR O B S E R V A T I O N S

MAY WE DISCUSS?

POURRIONS-NOUS EN P A R L E R ?•

YOUR ATTENTION

VOTRE ATTENTION
COMME CONVENU
V

SUITE A V O T R E DEMANDE

NOTE AND RETURN

NOTER ET R E T O U R N E R

FOR INFORMATION

POUR INFORMATION

1.

j.^5SKEr

O - ' • • ' - - ' - --SON

Some preliminary rea c~. ir-s ±rrr:
Mr. Suy, the Legal C

Mr. Brian E. ^rquhart

AS DISCUSSED

--

A revised draft or" t
Course of Action", i
" many of your cabled

FICHE DE TRANSMISSION

WfcSuy

tlDN

FOR COMMENTS

^ONFTDEMTIAL

Room No. — No de bureau

.--

PO. * '- ' • • - ~ _ «S^;:"

COM.6 (2-78)

AS R E Q U E S T E D

sr

(a)

CR. 13 (B-75)

"

r-p-i.

PO.; :. - - -iawcF

We shall be needing a great deal
of legal advice and help in preparing
for the resumed talks, and especially
if the talks get off the ground.

ROUTING SLIP'

. . •-

Please find attached:

2. Our "Possible course of action"
in the event the above paper is
accepted by the parties.

^"-

— - 3 •; •*

FOR S I G N A T U R E

N

A:

E x t e rision

P O - ' -1

AS DISCUSSED

NOTE AND R E T U R N

?R^?^
FOR ACTION

POUR SIGNATURE

Y

Brian E. Urquharl

Room No. — No de bureau

Date

FOR ACTION

FOR SIGNATURE

Mr. ReynaJdo Galirlo-.'-.-.1

FROM:

urquhart

Room No. — No de bureau Extension — Poste

= I C H E :E TRAKi ~

Ref. the attached routine slip
of 1 December.
These are a few preliminary reactions
on the paper you transmitted to me.
I remain of course at your disposal
for more detailed discussions.

The ''framework ' at the same time says a lot, and dee- --anything at all; it indicates a direction in which a settler = -.-.
should develop but it remains very vague and incomplete vi-'i r =
to any of the more specific points it deals with, while it --.-.-.
mentioning certain relevant areas (such as the judiciary azi :" Z- -~ —
armed forces).

As such it appears impossible and unnecesssr" ~

any "legal"' comments on the details of the content of the fri^

X:
v.

this stage and the only question to be addressed perhaps Ls -_-_
whether the framework provides a workable basis for the Se:r = ~
good offices.

In this connexion it is noted that the franevtr.-

summary of some "ideas:t, but not a draft of a negotiating ~~^r.
early' stage of the resumption of the talks the latter will ":^
and then the question will arise: who will provide it?

In ~"^i

I feel rather uncomfortable with the provision in the "'coune
that the Special Representative will be requested to prepare v
papers to assist the committee in the consideration of the rit.

k.

before them.

If this refers to something more than merely ;e;

assistance and if it relates to more than requests'by the p^rproviding of supporting "documentation"', then the good offiies
into mediation, and no matter how these activities of the E~;:-are qualified by name, they will amount to the Secretary-3er.er.
to propose comprehensive provisions of substance relating t- ~'
constitutional structure of Cyprus.

For this purpose the fra~

clearly lacking sufficient guidance so that there would be ru.r
left for substantive initiatives by the Secretary-General.

Iv

"**^

Secretary-general's know-how which is needed for this under* aiir--~
could be provided by the legal staff of the Secretariat, such
procedure would seen to go beyond what is normally to be experiei
frcm the Secretary—General and his own staff.

One night theref^r^ ic

sone thinking about the possible development of a device which v:ili
allov the Secretariat to safeguard its impartial standing as ic. ir.iernational civil service, through the use e.g. of outside
advice.

expert

Outside constitutional experts could in sone way or i-ci"-. =r

be involved in the process of creating substantive solutions.
Another hairraising matter concerns the procedures
the settlement in the* Varosha area,

relsii-r -.-

-fcong all the comploxitirs

involved in this process and for which the framework regains ~ery "^r^is
ana unhelpful, nost of our legal concern and thinking should := iirec~ed
towards the provision that the "area for resettlement shall :e ai^ir.is^erE.
under the supervision of the United Nations".

It is doubtful if. in Tlev

of the special resettlement activities that will take place, "he -=r=
extension of the concept and practice of the present buffersc-e ~?
the Yarcsha area will suffice to cover all contingencies thai -2.-- "-.a~=
to be dealt with.

m
POSSIBLE COURSE OF ACTION
1.

The parties will inform the Secretary-General that ^I'-^i-

prepared to agree to the resumption of intercommunal tailcs,
as a basis for negotiations the "suggestions" they received:
1O November 1978.

(The parties may of course add various T::

designed to safeguard their position; in particular, they -=
wish to place on record that the use of the "suggestions" =.;
basis for negotiations is without prejudice to their posi-n:
substance.)

)

2.

The Secretary-General will reply that on the basis rf ~

views communicated to him, he is calling on the parties " -zl-.
-'__
intercommunal talks to resume negotiations in good faith. H_T.Z
a sustained manner, under his auspices, toward a comprer.er. = :.
Cyprus settlement.

The "suggestions" paper would be used

simply as a basis for negotiations and as a vehicle for
amendments and discussions, without prejudice to the su~ = t.3.r.
positions of the parties.

The intercommunal negotiaticr.s vi

take place as before within the framework of good offices er.
to the Secretary-General by the Security Council.
3.

On these understandings, the Secretary-General inter. .£5

a first step to invite the leaders of the two communities ir.
Cyprus to meet under his auspices in (Nicosia) in early r-'-r
1979 in order to lay down the agenda and programme for the resumed intercommunal talks.
4.

In preparation for the high-level meeting, the

General will prepare a draft agenda and programme of wor"< t.r.
the two leaders might consider adopting for the guidance of

- 2 t

interlocutors at the intercommunal talks.

There will be r.o

substantive "pre-negotiating" process, but the Secretary-Ger.er
will naturally wish to sound out the parties in advance so as
to ensure that the agenda and programme will be adopted at ir.e
high-level meeting without difficulty.
5.

The draft agenda and programme to be prepared by the

Secretary-General for the high-level meeting will cover the
f

following points:

•••••'\
/

(a)

The leaders will call for the resumption of the

intercommunal talks under the auspices of the SecretaryGeneral and within the framework of his mission of gccc
offices," to be exercised by him personally or by his
Special Representative on his behalf.
(b)

Upon reconvening, the interlocutors, after their

introductory general statements, will proceed to set up
//,,
"^

-working committees to consider and report, on the follcving subjects:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

constitutional aspects
territorial aspects
economic aspects
("reconciliation fund").

These committees will consist of deputies to be appointed bv
interlocutors.
of experts.

The deputies may be assisted by a small nurrie

They will meet under the auspices of the Special

Representative of the Secretary-General or of a deputy desirr.
by him.

The Special Representative will be requested to preo

- 3 -

working papers to assist the committees in the consideration
the matters before them.
(c) The interlocutors, meeting in plenary under the
auspices of the Special Representative, will deal
directly in the first instance, with the question of
Varosha, with a view to adopting a phased plan for
resettlement.

When this plan has been agreed, implemen-

ts to start at once, with the assistance of U2TFICY?.

C

nevork ' at the same time says a lot, and does not =3v
anything at all: it indicates a direction in which a settlement
should develop but it remains very vague and incomplete vith rer^ri
to any of the more specific points it deals vith, while it omits evementioning certain relevant areas (such as the judiciary and feiers.1
armed forces).

As such it apnears impossible and unnecessary t~ --^:-.-

any "legalv comments on the details of the content of the framevcr"-: 3.1
this stage and the only question to be addressed perhaps is the prc":le
whether the framework provides a workable basis for the Secret ar"-"-er. e
__
—— ——— -^^— — ^— —
good offices. In this connexion it is noted that the framework is e.
---. --- •»
summary of some "ideas", but not a draft of a negotiating text. .-.- =early stage of the resumption of the talks the latter vill be neeiei
and then the question will arise: who will provide it?

In this c:r_r. = ::

I feel rather uncomfortable vith the provision in the "course
that the Special Representative will be requested to prepare wcriir.-j
papers to assist the committee in the consideration of the matterbefore them.

If this refers to something more than merely secretarial

assistance and if it relates to more than requests by the parties fcr
providing of supporting "documentation", then the good offices

level r

into mediation, and no matter how these activities of the Secret=ry-"e r:=r-ajL
are qualified by name, they will amount to the Secretary-General h^vir.
to propose comprehensive provisions of substance relating to the fv.i-jre
constitutional structure of Cyprus.

For this purpose the fraise™rk is

clearly lacking sufficient guidance so that there would be much rccr.
left for substantive initiatives by the Secretary-General.

,

I

Secretary-General's know-how which is needed for this unaer^a>i-r

.

could "be provided bv the legal staff of the Secretariat, such

;•
I
i

procedure would seen to go beyond what is normally to be e:coectef
from the Secretary-General and his own staff.

One might theref:r^ ir

some thinking about the possible development of a device which vculi
allow the Secretariat to safeguard its impartial standing as ar. ir.-=rnational civil service, through the use e.g. of outside
advice.
>

~i

exrert

^—

Outside constitutional experts could in some way or an""-. =r

be involved in the process of creating substantive solutions.
Another hairraising matter concerns the procedures
the settlement in the Varosha area.

relatinr -_:

Among all the complexities

involved in this process and for which the framework remains very ••=.=
and unhelpful, most of our legal concern and thinking should be iir-.c-ef.
towards the provision that the "area for resettlement shall be £.dni^i5'=rec.
under the supervision of the United nations'1.

It is doubtful if. ir. visv

of the special resettlement activities that will take place, the -=re
V__ ,

extension of the concept and practice of the present bufferzone ic
the Varosha area will suffice to cover all contingencies that nzy "r.?."e
to be dealt with.

-
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APPENDIX
Open message dated 20 July 1978 to the Greek Cypriot leadership
by the Turkish Cypriot leader, Mr. Rauf R. Denktas

This morning the President of the Turkish Federated State of Cyprus,
His Excellency Mr. Rauf R. Denktas,, at a press conference repeated his invitation
to the Greek Cypriot side to resume the intercommunal talks and made public the
following l:open message" in proof of the earnestness of the Turkish Cypriot side:
"Over the past month the Turkish Cypriot community, which it is my
honour to represent, has been sincerely trying to reopen the intercommunal
dialogue under the aegis of Secretary-General Waldheim so that we might
move together to resolve the problems of our island. It was in this spirit
that we made our proposals in April and elaborated upon them in May. It has
been a cause for profound regret that the Greek Cypriot leadership have not
co-operated in reopening the dialogue.
"In
overcome
that you
dividing

i

^-»
»

a spirit of reconciliation and as a gesture which might help
any mistrust, I am sending you this public message and proposing
accept our offer to resume negotiations on all the problems
us.

"As an earnest proof of our good faith, I wish to make a proposal
concerning Varosha. This idea is based, in part, on Secretary-General
Waldheim's recent report, in which he observed that 'the time may be ripe
for a concrete attempt tcr-deal with some important aspects of the existing
stalemate on the ground, thus creating an opening for further significant
steps ... The status of Varosha, which obviously should not be kept in its
present empty and decaying condition, may provide an opportunity of this
• kind. Since Varosha is situated in the immediate vicinity of the buffer
zone and is patrolled by UNFICYP troops , it would seem natural to envisage
United Nations assistance in this connexion1 (S/12723, para. 78).
''We indicated previously that Greek Cypriot inhabitants of Varosha
would be able to begin returning to their homes and properties in the area,
as soon as the intercommunal talks are reconvened. T7e have specified tha~c as
many as 35,000 Greek Cypriots can thus be resettled commencing shortly after
the resumption of the intercommunal nefotiations. For our part, nil we
require is that, in defining the area of resettlement, the legitimate security
concerns of our community be taken into account. 7lc wish to reaffirm our
earlier assurances that the future political status of Varosha is fully open
to negotiation.
"With the above in mind, I want to make the following proposals to you:
I am prepared to discuss, in order to dispel any unfounded doubts
about our desire to facilitate a final solution to the Cyprus

-'"
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insue., an interim administration to be promptly set up in Varosha
without- any prejudice to the existing or to the final political
status of the area.
We may enter into discussions promptly to plan for the
of the interim administration's structure which may "be established ur
the aegis of the United Nations simultaneously with the resumption c
the intercommunal talks on the basis of my agreement of 12 February
with Makarios.
The interim administration's organs and functions would include
the supervision of essential municipal services and the exercise of
normal police functions.
The resettlement of Varosha shall proceed by stages , coismenci-g
as soon as feasible with the resumption of the intercommunal
negotiations. The United Nations would provide such technical
assistance as may be necessary to survey and rehabilitate the city's
infrastructure and buildings and to facilitate the process of
resettlement.
"I hope you will accept this offer in a spirit of reconciliation."

(J S

Principal Revisions:
—

The area that most clearly needs rework

at the beginning where Denktash eliminated any r
to our paper and UN resolutions and where he bef

_ec_

the Varosha issue -- perhaps unintentionally, a-.f.
he introduced, in tandem, the economic bl
-- Something along the following lines mir;
down Varosha and neutrally take care of the Tur"
Cypriot concern about the cessation of negative
(Give them the attachment.)
i >

Other Revisions:
—

Also on page one of your paper, we beli-

Turkish aim in paragraph I is to preclude any e:
of the Secretary General's powers up to and inr:
mediation.

This should be something for the U:i

decide what they can accept.
—

The GOT has indicated to us that they v

insist on "bizonal" wherever this has been inse
Galindo-Pohl can probably safely ask that the vc~be mentioned, pointing out that the other side '.
never formally endorsed the term as such -- nc~
in the Makarios-Denktash guidelines —

and tha-

mention would therefore be prejudicial to the s
neutral character of the paper.

r.otz
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-- The Turkish Cypriot reformulation of (B) (i;. -^
Constitutional aspects tends to minimize the role of
central authorities and to emphasize too starkly the
protection given to regional autonomy.
point —

(B) (2) —

Since the r.ex-

already refers to the state, which

presumably already exists, reference to the future
government in this paragraph might be more appropriate.
The addition of inter alia in the following fashion
might be acceptable:
"Establishment of a federal government whose
*j3owers and functions will, inter alia-, safeguard ~r.e
independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial
integrity of the state as well as its bicommur.Ei
character."
—

Executive Powers.

It would probably be bes- tc

retain original language under (B) (6).

The Turkish air.,

clearly, is to avoid excluding the possibility of a
rotating Presidency.

Few would concur with them th=t

this is feasible in practice.
-— Demilitarization and Troop Withdrawal.

The

Turkish Cypriot suggestion under (D) is a good one, in
line with GOT assurances of withdrawal.
—

Guarantees and Human Rights.

Since the Tur>s have

told us that their revision of (G ) is intended to i-ciuie

- 3 all the items in the original paragraph, they can
not object to maintaining the original formulation

Attachment.

III. In the light of discussions with the parties and
suggestions that were submitted to them and to the Se
General on 10 November 1978, to which the parties may r. = -;e
certain reservations, and bearing in mind United Natirr.s

|

J
I

resolutions, the negotiations will follow the agenda hell":

4
1

A. Initial Discussions
In order to promote an atmosphere of good wil
to establish mutual confidence, the parties to the ta
initially address the following subjects:
(I)/The resettlement of the Varosha area under the au
the Un'ited Nations, such resettlement to be initiated
subsequent to agreement on the modalities and to proc

S

phase with the overall negotiatic
ions;/

(2) The cessation by both parties of actions consider;
by one or the other party and which could have a nega:
impact on the progress of the negotiations.

CONFIDENTIAL
FRAMEWORK FOR A CYPRUS SETTLEMENT

The parties to the intercommunal talks will negciiin good faith and in a sustained manner, under the ausp:
of the United Nations Secretary General, towards a cor..:::
hensive Cyprus settlement on the basis of the followir.r
conceptual framework:
(1) The Republic of Cyprus shall be a bicornmunal
federal state with two constituent regions, one of whic!
will be inhabited predominantly by Greek Cypriots, the

c

predominantly by Turkish Cypriots.

The independence,

sovereignty, and territorial integrity of the Republic
Cyprus shall be assured, as shall its right to conducpolicy of nonalignment should it so choose.

The inccrp

tion of all, "or part, of the Republic into any other =shall be expressly prohibited.
(2) A new constitutional structure for the Repr±l
Cyprus, incorporating an operative federal system of re
ment, shall be negotiated on the basis of the provision,
forth herein.

The negotiators shall be guided by the

Makarios-Denktash instructions of February 1977, shall
upon pertinent elements of the Constitution of I960, =r.,
shall bear in mind United Nations resolutions.

Subst=.-i

powers and responsibilities will be reserved to the tvc
constituent regions in such a manner as to protect the
rights and to meet the concerns of members of both corr:
CONFIDENTIAL

-v.'

CONFIDENTIAL
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(3) Fundamental rights and liberties, to inclzd
freedom of movement, freedom of settlement, and the r
property ownership, shall be embodied in the federal
stitution sr.bject only to such modifications as are r
to preserve the character of each region.
(4)

The following powers and functions shall re

the federal Government of Cyprus:

c

Foreign Affairs, I

Defense, Currency and Central Banking, Interregional
Foreign Commerce, Communications, Federal Finance, C
Immigration, and Civil Aviation.

Powers and functir-.

explicitly granted to the federal government shall ze
reserved to the two constituent regions.. Powers ani
tions initially exercised by the regions may be asE™.
the federal government upon joint agreement of the TV
regions .
(5)

The federal government shall be structured

the following lines:
(a)

Legislative authority shall be vested

bicameral legislature, the upper chamber to represe-two communities on a basis of equality and the lower
to be elected in proportion to population.
(b)

In the event that a majority in the rp

chamber fails to concur in a bill passed by the lower
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
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chamber, a subsequent affirmative two-thirds vote in tL=
lower chamber shall be sufficient to enact, provided tlaleast three-eighths of the representatives from each crzimunity concur therein.
(c) There shall be a President and a Vice ?r==i
dent, elected through democratic processes, one of when
shall be from one community and the other from the other

c

community.

In the event of the incapacity or temporary

absence of the President, the Vice President shall ac~ in
his stead.

The President and Vice President shall joir."!^

appoint a Council of Ministers.

Neither community shall

have less than 30 percent of the ministerial portfolios.
The President and the Vice President may jointly veto
federal legislative acts, although their veto may be c~~~ridden by a two-thirds vote in each chamber.

c

(d) A Federal Supreme Court shall be establish.^
to consist of one Greek Cypriot, one Turkish Cypriot, =nc
one non-Cypriot appointed jointly by the President ani th.:
Vice President.

The Court shall have the function of

interpreting the Constitution and shall act as the hides'
court of appeal where federal legislation is concerned.
(e) Provision shall be made for the fair p&r-i,
pation of members of both communities in the federal civl!
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
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service.

Senior appointments shall be subject to approval

by the upper chamber of the legislature.
(6) The two regions shall establish regional govern-

1

mental institutions for the purpose of carrying out the
powers and functions reserved or assigned to them under the
Constitution.

I

The executive and legislature of each region

shall be democratically elected.

The parties to the inter-

f

communal talks shall discuss ways of ensuring the necessary
degree of congruity between the governmental institutions of
the two regions.
(7) An Agency for Regional Cooperation and Coordination shall be established, jointly headed by a Greek Cypriot
and a Turkish Cypriot and staffed by an equal number of
representatives of each constituent region.

The Agency will

foster practical cooperation between the two regions,
especially in the economic and commercial field; will seek,
the maximum possible compatibility between the two regions;
and will promote the unity of the nation.
(8) The specific territory under the administration of
each region shall be negotiated on the basis of criteria
such as economic viability and productivity, land ownership,
security, population patterns, and historical factors.

In

this regard, it is understood that the Turkish Cypriot side
will agree to significant geographical adjustments in favor
of the Greek Cypriot side.
CONFIDENTIAL

_
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- 5(9) The parties shall make provision, to the extent
feasible and consistent with the bicommunal character of the
Republic, for the return of displaced persons to their
properties and for the settlement of claims that may be made
by those who are unable or do not choose so to return.
(10)

An integral part of a final settlement shall be

the withdrawal of non-Cypriot armed forces (except for those

c
^

specifically agreed to) from the territory of the Republic.
Consideration may be given to a possible phased demilitarization of the Republic of Cyprus in a manner that will
best assure the security of the Republic and its citizens
under a final settlement.

It would be understood that

demilitarization would not preclude lightly-armed regional
police forces with the function of'maintaining law and order
within each region.
(11)
>

There shall be established a Cyprus Reconcili-

ation Fund, financed primarily by the federal government and
administered jointly by the two regions, that will
provide funds for development projects designed to assist in
the process of readjustment subsequent to a settlement and
to assist those sectors of the Republic that have the
greatest economic and social need.

Other governments and

international organizations would be invited to contribute
to the Fund.
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

- 6(12)

In order to promote an atmosphere of goodwill and

to resolve pressing Humanitarian problems, the Varosha area
shall be resettled under UN auspices in accordance with the
attached arrangements.

Such resettlement shall be initiated

in phase with the resumption of full intercommunal negotiations on a comprehensive agreement.

C

Attachment

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
THE VAROSHA AREA

The parties to the intercommunal talks shall cooperate
with the Secretary General of the United Nations and his
representatives in arranging the modalities for an early
resettlement of the Varosha area.

The following guidelines

will obtain:
(a)

The area for resettlement shall encompass ter-

ritory lying to the east of the village of Ayios Nikolaos
and to the south of the old Nicosia-Famagusta road.

In

defining the precise area for resettlement, the concerns of
the Turkish Cypriot party for the security of Old Famagusta
and Famagusta Harbor shall be taken into account.
(b)

The area for resettlement shall be administered

under the supervision of the United Nations, and shall be
considered as an extension of the present United Nations
buffer zone.

There_ shall be a Greek Cypriot and a Turkish

Cypriot liaison officer to the United Nations authorities
for this purpose.

Cypriot laws and regulations shall be in

force in the area of resettlement.
(c)

It is understood that as many former residents of

the area of resettlement may return as choose.

There shall

be no fixed numerical limitation.
(d)

Those who return to the area for resettlement

shall not be subject to further involuntary displacement.
CONFIDENTIAL
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BNTi; OI-! "POSSIBLE COUIZ;;!:: OF ACTION"
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Genc-ral

roiiervat io.:ir- placed ou - t h e ' rooo:r:-..q. either, at th<?i tino of
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acceptance or .in the course of a Kypriar.ou-Dcnktash
meeting woultS causa no di'f f icvilty , and. would in fact be
jlnlly confiovihvxt with i:lu» concept and purpose of the nei;-

Tho drufL agenda/program sketched in paragraph five,
insofar as; Varor.ha is concerned, -may be at var.ionce with
the noti- paper ;jnd' certainly with 'the? Greek Cypriot understanding of.it.

Our concept was 'that the two Cypriot

parties would begin to riiscur.s ths practical details of 2
•
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reset tlom^nt arrMngc'inont (in ;-i forum other than that of
rf

the established interlocutors) immediately alter their
formal acceptance of the non-paper ^^ .a . bar;n s for negotiation;:.
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weeks after t.hc Kyprianou-Hnnktash meeting. 'As far as
the talks proper are concerned, it might also be useful
•• - -

.•-.

%

to have an understanding Lo the effect that negotiations
v;ill continue, with allov:ances for brief recesses,
xuit.il such times at; a Rottlcr.ent is reached or as the
i

Secretary-General- determines that, in view of the dif»•

£ ortiMicxvj bi,:hv.'C'cn t h < > tv;o o LUor,, f u r L h t t r proyror.H in
'round nppoars to "hiri .usiprob^bl e.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
In accordance with the provisions of Public Law
95-384, I am reporting on progress made toward .the conclusion of a negotiated solution to the Cyprus problem.
While direct negotiations between tihe two Cypriot
communities under the auspices of the United Nations
Secretary General have not yet resumed, there is a
growing awareness, especially among the- parties directly
concerned, that the time is now ripe for determined
action designed to break the Cyprus deadlock. Moreover,
it is increasingly accepted that a just and lasting
settlement can come only through intensive, sustained
face--to-face negotiations. Public statements, general
resolutions and intermittent talks are not adequate to
solve the Cyprus problem. For this reas;on our recent
efforts have concentrated on encouraging; the two Cypriot
parties to work with the Secretary Geneiral of the United
Nations on an early reconvening of inter'communal talks.
Repeal of the Turkish arms 'embargo has created fresh
opportunities for progress on the Cyprus issue.

-.

f

Secretary of State Vance spoke of this policy before
the United Nations General Assembly on September 29. "We
would welcome and" actively support," he said, "a renewed
effort by Secretary General Waldheim to help the parties
reach agreement on a sovereign, biccmmur:al, non-aligned
federal Republic of Cyprus." To back up this call, Administration officials have been conferring with highlevel representatives of both Cyprict communities, with
the Turkish," Greek and other friendly governments, and
also with principal officers of the United Nations
Secretariat. I had a useful discussion of the Cyprus
issue with President Kyprianou on October 6, and Secretary
Vance met with President Kyprianou, Turkish Cypriot leader
Denktash, and the Foreign Ministers of Greece and Turkey
on the margin of the United Nations General Assembly.
• These contacts and many others have 'given us a fairly
clear picture of the practical possibilities for forward
movement and of the aims and objectives of the two sides.
Both Greek and Turkish Cypriots have underscored to us
their desire to see a resumption-of negotiations, although
they still differ on how to do it.

In our talks with the Cypriot parties and with
United Nations officials, we have gone into some detail on
how to bridge the gap between the parties,- so as to
arrive at a mutually acceptable basis for negotiations.
We cannot yet tell whether the efforts of our government,
Secretary General Waldheim, and other friendly governments will bear fruit, but we are doing our best to encourage regular intercommunal negotiations early in the
new year.

c

c

After the arms embargo repeal, the Government of
Turkey restated its desire to help negotiate a rapid resolution of the Cyprus problem. Moreover, in his speech
to the United Nations General Assembly on October 3,
Turkish Foreign Minister Okcun reconfirmed his Government's
commitment to withdrawing all of its armed forces from
Cyprus, except those mutually agreed upon by the parties
concerned, in connection with a final settlement. We
believe that Turkey will do its best to help the Secretary
General bring about a resumption of the intercommunal
negotiations.
The annual General Assembly debate on the Cyprus
question took place in the United Nations during the week
of November 6. The United States Representative stated
that "enhancing the prospects for sustained and productive'
l
negotiations should be our foremost objective," and
that, "All parties interested in promoting a settlement
on Cyprus should now concentrate their efforts -on encouraging these t'alks and fostering an atmosphere that
will contribute to their success." The United States
abstained on the''resolution adopted by the General Assembly
because it contained elements which were clearly not
conducive to a resumption of negotiations. As this report
was being prepared the Cyprus question was also being
considered within the Security Council.

JIMMY CARTER
THE WHITE HOUSE,
November 30, 1978.

COMFIDEKTIAL

/ <£/ <^ </—

/

TALKING POINTS FOR LEONAHD/PETP.KE CALL TO URQUHAKT

—

With the Security Council debate finished, we

have begun to focus once again on our Cyprus non-paper
and on the steps thct might be taken to encourage its
acceptance by the parties as a basis for resuming
intercommunal talks.
—
f

>

Preliminary reactions ^.o the non-paper have been

reasonably encouraging.

At the very minimum, thorough

consideration is being given to it by the parties—and
;

in the press in all three countries—and numerous

voices

have been raised in support.
—

Our thinking is that we would not press the

parties for an immediate answer.

Denktash needs tine tc

discuss the non-paper with the Turks and with his own
people/ and-with Kyprianou confined to his bed the de/fr^S
V. '

cision process may be somewhat slower than anticipated.
on the Greek Cypriot side.

In all probability, we wo^lr.

want follow-up approaches to be made around mid-December.
—

However, we believe we are already at a stage

where it would be useful to know roughly when the Secreza:
General might be in a position to convene a Kypriar.ouDenktash meeting in Nicosia.

Clearly one cannot talk

about specific dates at this juncture, but it would be>
CONFIDENTIAL
CDS

CONFIDENTIA

helpful if we could indicate to the parties the
general time- f rams that would be convenient for the
Secretary-General assuming they indicate their agreement to use our non-paper as a basis for resumed talks
''- L_
— Christopher/Nimetz would very much appreciate
being able to meet with the Secretary-General on Fric
so as to review where we now stand on the initiative,
to discuss future steps, and specifically to explore
the possibilities for setting some timej-frame_for a
Kyprianou-Denktash meeting.
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'•-;;".imFicYP 075.0 FOR UGQUHART/ST^JDUHARCOOONNNLLLYYY. «o -OTHER •
";"-;'l5;isTRiBUTiOM». FROM^YACOUB*-- FURTHER MY. .o74F'o?""FRiDAY CONCERNING
""•.""""GUARDIAN I N T E R V I E W . D E L E T I O N S HAVE BEEN MADE IN TEXT TO DROP
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JUR'

*G PASSAGES: LESS O P T I M I S T I C NOW T H E N HE WAS W H E N
WAS FIRST A N N O U N C E D : ALL THIS SEE?1S TO EXCLUDE THE

"POSSIBILITY OF ANY PROGRESS, PERHAPS A ' . M E E T I N G . ..WOULD NOT
BEEN J U S T I F I A B L E AT THIS T I M E . P A R A - I MSTEAD THE FOLLOWING'
. >iiV*''M>-'

H I / I L L A P P E A R S AFTER R E F E R R I N G TO ' I MFORM ATI ON ,
A® PRIfiE MINISTER ECEVITS STATEMENTS,
if-JOU CO HTI HUES: ALL THIS IS

PRESIDENT

HOT E N C O U R A G I N G TO SAY THE

, BUT STILL I WILL G O T O THE MEETING W I T H ALL THE GOODWILL
I? THE WORLD-- IN A SINCERE EFFORT TO >IMD SOME COMMOM G R O U N D
~t:* THE' R E S U K P T I O N OF THE INTER COMMUNAL TALKS. OF COURSE, I
'CAS10T SPEAK ON BEHALF OF T f E T U R K I S H SIDE. ONLY R E F E R R I N G TO
...? '

. . . " , ' :

. f,

WHAT WE H E A R . FROM PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD JHE' O P P O R T U N I T Y OF
DISCUSS IONS W I T H - M R . D E N K T A S H LATELY-, - O N ' E . C A S N O T BE REALLY VERY
tJiarniSTIC IM VIEW OF WHAT WE HEAR BUTV A G A I N WE ARE NOT R E L Y l N f i
^
•• •-. -•
. . ' ..
.
•"• . •-. .'. . . ;
'0tf WHAT WE HEAR A® WE SHALL G'O TO THE. M E E T I N G . IN A S I N C E R E DESIRE

f *~

TO FIND ft . W A Y ' O U T OF THE D E A D L O C K . HE GOES ON TO SAY E V E N

. -

IF feE-DOHT SOLVE THE PROBLEM N O W , WE WILL SOLVE IT ONE DAY.
OUEST10MS LOOKING AT ' IT R E A L I S T I C A L L Y , YOU ARE PESSIMISTIC
ABOUT THE FUTURE IN TERMS OF THE TALKS W I T H D E N K T A S H ? A N S W E R :
IF I M A Y . I N T E R R U P T . I AM MOT O P T I M I S T I C - - LETS PUT IT THIS W A Y - - '
FJ VIEW OF WHAT I KNOW. BUT I AM R A T H E R C O N F I D E N T THAT THE TIME'

Sf^-?
^>-:

'"^POSSIBILITY OF ANY PROGRESS, PERHAPS A MEET I NG.. .WOULD NOT
hflVE BEEN JUSTIFIABLE AT THIS TIME. PARA -INSTEAD THE FOLLOWING
:
P^ACRAPH WILL APPEAR: AFTER REFERRING TO'INFORMATION,
FACTS AHD PRIME MINISTER ECEV-ITS STATEMENTS, PRESIDENT
KYPPlAr'lOU CONTINUES: ALL THIS IS -WOT ENCOURAGING'TO SAY THE
" ISfiST , BUT STILL I WILL GO TO THE MEET IMG WITH ALL THE GOODWILL
" IN THE WORLD-- IN A SINCERE EFFORT' TO' FIND SOME COMMON GROUND
.02 TIE1'' RESUMPTION OF THE INTER COMMUNAL TALKS. OF COURSE, I
v
C4WOT SPEAK ON BEHALF OF THE TURKISH SIDE. ONLY REFERRING TO
VKAT WE HEAR FROM PEOPLE WHO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY OF
DISCUSSIONS WITH MR. DEHKTASH LATELY, ONE CANNOT BE REALLY VERY
OPTIMISTIC IN VIEW OF WHAT WE HEAR. BUT,' AGAIN WE ARE NOT. RELYLRR
OK U'lAT WE HEAR A® WE SHALL GO TO THE. MEETING. IN A SINCERE DESIRE
TO FIID 'A WAY OUT OF THE DEADLOCK. HE GOES ON TO SAY EVEN
I7>E DONT SOLVE THE PROBLEM NOW, WE WILL SOLVE IT ONE DAY.
.QUESTIONS LOOKING AT IT REALISTICALLY, YOU ARE PESSIMISTIC
""".ABOUT THE FUTURE IN TERMS OF THE TALKS WITH DESKTASH? ANSWER:
•":": IF I MAY INTERRUPT. I AM NOT OPTIMISTIC-- LETS PUT IT THIS WAY-' 'IN'VIEW OF W H A T - ! KNOW. BUT I AM RATHER CONFIDENT THAT THE TIME
"ILL COtfE WHEN WE W ILL BE A3L£ TO ACHIEVE A SOLISTION. QUESTIONS
\ V

• .

"

.

.

•

^ ^pre--v«ECE^4.Ki^y^
W

•

-

"

.

.

"

.

.

'

^OT N E C E S S A R I L Y , ^0*

AR'' ci U(€>E:RSTA^D THIS PART OF THE p-rrsifiviEy WILL woy APpS:f

IN THE REGULAR G U A R D I A N SOMETIME;- THIS W E E K AND MOT IS THE S U P fLEFENT ON CYPRUS TO' BE PUBLISHED NEXT W E E K . )
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in which Cha World Food Programme y>uv;..i citato.;] '>.'it:h a c o n t r i b u t i o n ui: £10
"Following Priiii:-. V.inistav DO:IC/.-J diur!f;i: v the Secret.ary~Osrior.il
special, performance given by a Vi*L/-;ms>- ;.<r;:i ijl'.ic t r o u p e ,
•
..:

ToYiiorro1.'; the Sv;cretMEry-~Cenc-.ral v.LIl 'Jiy to Hu Chi Mini1, C.lty, where h£
w i l l iJpend the .'Jay bclorti f l y i i i g •:.>:: to Pe'.:iv.g o.-s Sunday for a three-d.'.y v I s ^ L
. r.c- .the Peoplis's Ki'-pubut: ol Cliina.

:

Hr.> Sf.'ajdiihar then notwi! th;»t ; i'o.'.j.oHin^ consultaf.iojis Chat were iui:<*
cViis ifsorninu;, iv laaetiuy of ir.hi-1: Sicurif.v C.o!.;«:cil had been scheduled Tor 4 p,^,
tiiiiay and anotiisr V:sa beers planned for iiOiidcjy, 30 April, The routing nas
'x-eq'.re'isLed y e s t u i r d a y r 26 ^pri.L ; , by tb;; Ivory Co<-.3t, on bc^ali' or th^ Africz~:"•:..'
Group, rov the purpose of co^sifierin,^ '*Accent dcx-'ei.o^a.'ci-.ica in 5ioui. - h»irvi
:
. - . . "' '.-Rho'«5esiH"o ' 11^ cfiiic !:.ic!*id tita!: tne fre^tji.g vo.-j i:hcj outcovvia oi KU i n i r i a t i v s ^f
,,r ..'.-.•'•; AF-ricars' countt"ii.s a
:•' •

,'

In ; : 'pi.y t'-"1 .i c.orvespor>:!o£it' K que-stioi-i cCucurning the wi'U i n g n e s s - 0 1 t'iC.

i'or th'c-' r e s o l u t i o n of £.):«; d i j v . u L i bctv-sicn thone c;o;.in trier;, I-Sir, StojiJuiiar =.-5.. >.
•. Lh.-it of?...-; Ivarj :i;;cor3 s i n c e .r.hc bfigifiving of tha coiiflict, h:-ivii!j; fatun t-;;de o/:
• '
t:iie b:;si^ ut tlie ni^i'idato given co rise Serjfar.av.y-iTe-aarnl by the; C h a r t e r . iz->
acrione hy the St'crotiiry-tteaoral vjould be i.?i pisrauit of lisa fio-'ii of p ^ ' c s ,
•-.-.- - • . ' • : ' " ' r* tc.Krition r.nd s t a b i l i t y in f;he arcs. The Sec veCtiry-fjiMieveii, he j f l i a . >.*3£
:
-rt-^iiy to -io 'vTnitover the |/.attia«3 to the conflii.-t wished,.
g cr; a ou-.^dtior^ M.^rci.1 Coopev Pi-.c!ui£ Sijj.d tlt>ji: there WET. iiut ^i
this tiitif: a epr.riV.ers ' list; fov today's S e c u r i t y Council raeefcLi;]... A s u c r t
meeUing waa. JP. i; ici.pat.fid , ai^.a s-tiiu, with no 'Jr.;l't vesoluCi on. o;:f>ftctod unciii
Moiiday. Asked vh other tne iiiaccirig; ivould be couc'j.rnoc \-jith Uhe recent
eieotions in Southern Rhodes la, sha sa«.d !;haf IMS the tiXpc-ct:U:3Ort, an.c! -:L^C- ^
th«t: it .'jould. also rj«dro.r.9 w i d e r ' W i ' t t o v r s .
•' ' ' - ' • •.'
Mr, StajduL-ii- ujid fn^t: Javiti: 'Ptiez du Cue). lay:, Und:'. ip-3c-°, ;:HEiry-Gans:: . /
for Special Pol ic ice;] Ai : i.-''ira f was p l a r n i r i g . Co j,o to Cyprus* on 30 Af-vii Is
/
preparation ¥ov- l:he Viigh-levcl i«;.'«.;t:r!j; th.'it w.-ay cxpwctad to ta'-'V: pi. ice ia
Nicosia tiiidar r.'x; pei'-sur..;.!. syflpicas of the 5terc-.!:ary-Gf:ns7:T.l fiOa. 17 t:^- 1'i1
>U,y „ ' Ml., Pt;-3Ti2£ •.!•-' Ci'<: •'I;-.;- also in.!;c.iitlei'l L'O vi«ir, AfclieriS anil Ar.it .jre a
Ask ad v'h'sti'csr (:l:e Corr.i;itLae on r>anetioyva agaivtai
•its u6'ij* j Mrs," Coopov P:( ;-;cr..ia sai.i ;.i: had bu~r. ^v.pected « - o iinish today bat:
th^it bec.ci».';ri of ciic ; rvti-,'.*; i.:.vL\ arxsinj; £rv& tht; ccir-va^iii;^ of the Security
Council rtifotiii" , it v?.-tsj iio';-,' t-::pftcved co concii.a;? its xoovli n&xt ••;ciek.
Mr..: Sea j d u h a r not-id tL^ •innoLi.r.oetr.c-ut t<x'ay of thfi appointment by the
.SccreCiiry-fjoneiMl i.if txvi i«. - . k ' t o po;:tr.iou8 at! Ur.i!ef"S£Cs:o;:firy-Gc>i<jra!o 'ii
'JiliisJi>, a iw-tt-'; •.;•:;' oi'- Cii ifi.-. ^ i:\! f.ts;; DKrpairtrftii-ii'. o£ Techni^.nl Co-operation f>-r
Drive Io i>;.ic '.it., and . > t-.^uafoi.; ;if-7.r ou D^u vuiai-.oyo , a nmiiivnal of Ki^t-v, in t;!i ^
^D-apa-rtvuttia. of . i'r.l i tical A f f a i r s , Tri.rr.aealii;j-» /and neoo'l.or.iaacion. Botn
.apup.oiiitw?nfj' i:ake ' e f f i i f f . firoii; 1 Just.- 1979. (Sou prsos ralaas-ia SG/A/22:i s^J
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tha Security Couiicii's coauiiitiis en sanctions against Southarn Khsxtoaia and
on .the arms er^Er^o ;;gain£t: £c;;th Aii:ic^, I»iL'. Sta;}ckih?:!i: noted thai: it was for
esch body to d-ciclo on its \:or!:ing jivsthcxis and on the listings it is aid.
Kci>:t> he s;::ic! there wars a letter froiv: RoyfC-i;:'.^ - to bo i^u-^d us a
riocusisnfcy which states th^t tho at;:.t;i allci?ar;c,is jj^.v c^ildrs:- were; being
increased5 vrith tl;e funds Jfor the: ino-re-;-.*;; t;j to o':>v;s:Liod f/roi^ ths i:o^nctic-n
of ; i:hs funds allooatsd foir iidlit:n:y s:;^ inditur E-:J.
Ife. Stajduhar said hs hop^ci th^t pl^na fcv fcho .-J^-.ii.'at.v.ry-w'.snara.l.'s
iJorthcoiiiincf trip to hsisi weald be finalised in tha ne:;:i: day os; too. In irsply
to a question-, ha sa'icE th^ E^c^otavy-GsrK^al voulc" i/-:c.-jubly lsa"/y L-J&W York
during ..-tha last, wesh of JVpril.
Ea said the 3acK&fciJL-y-Gsv.ei'3lf afcoi: the asicin trip., uould go to Cyprus
2~e he mMtlo. Kait with leacls-i-'s of the two Cypriot cc^nruiitiea^ ^hs. date w^s
not yet ifixedf but v;aa e:;p-acl:ed to ba asourscl 2-0 Msy.
A cbrrespandSr.fc asked about reports; that the United Nations Centre for
Natural''Risciiircas v;as "about to be' liquidated51 a.-3 part'of adssiniatrative
changes In that ci.Gp'.tu:tis'ie-nt, If so7 what would happan co tha work of tha
.Cer;t;-:e in such fields,-as enssgYV Mi'. StajduhEr seiid ha would chaok, So far
jss he kttev?- the Cantre.wss still fuiiotloniag r,cc-53"illy.
kecl if theire us/re any nexs davelojiBanfcs CDncerning Uganda, Mr* Stajduher
said th are hs:d bean no official c^sv/Liiiai cation fro;;i the naw GoT/ssrnsrisnt.
-Howe-ver., there was unofficial informtion to tha effect that all the Ugarsdens
in the P.erraan-siit Mission ha<3 plcd^ad allsgianee to the nev; GovOiniasnt;.

e

At the end of the briefing, the Proaiclant oS UKCli, Joginclra Ko Banerji,
made a st;it£-rr;ent. There vjaa a J:se!in£ tS-s rulaa rego.-rding pr^ss con-fsirencas
and br ief ings"'ware not always being observed, and the sitter had basn hrouyht
bafo:ce tl'ia UKCJi . E&ecntive CoMiaittf-"3 ova 13 Ap.':jl0 A corisstisuri had been raacha
that he should aake an 'appaal,. at one or ths c'aily briefings,- xor ex-ex.1 yone to
p^y gjr.eat attention to the rules so that the briefings could be mo;,-s
functional, in the full ssnsa of the ' v;ord. Tha rules agreed upon in
. '197.5y in cp"-operntion v?ith the D&'i.f iroald ba diatributerit. he sai<3e
•.'•-• •;..'''• Z-Jri .Stsijdahsr said he understood the problasi sv^nticned by tl}s President.
The DPI. also h.ad rules which should bo observed at tho briefings,,
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Faidolf StayjcKihar read out ehe folie.ring stete-ffisrifc,, to bo attributed to a
Hnitfal 'K.iit ions s»cw£s-.r.aa, en recent tiyfcsvcs in the Middle; E-;jsts
' • - . ' '
"The SeGEetery-Gens-Eal is cJeGOly conesrne-cs fit the K ecu ic rent cycle of
violeiico v;hich IB c/.-ica 0,93in prevailing- in the Kidiile Eastu Apart rrosii
the loss o.i: innccanfc Ili : e"i3»d sdaterial cSeGtruction this e;sfcails on both
siclesp it iricjvitfibly r?.akss "moire d i f f i c u l t the KGairch fo,-: a ccmpcehensive
soctlenisnt of the Middle Bast plroblein.

4

*
<,
r
i
__.,"

"yhe Sacj^etasy-Gsnei'sl appalls to ail concerned to execciee the
utmost jcestrainfc and to r^new their -efforts to bring about, such a
.-nssris" (SG/3M/2702J.
Me, Stajduhar thori read out the following statenw;nt.. also to be
'attributed to a 'UrsitGci Waticyss spokesman, on Cyprus;
"In recent consultations between the S'ecrefcary-GoneEal and the
parties; ooncaL'fiKtl regard ing the- resumption of the negotiating process in
Cyprus tha possibility 01: a high-level meeting uiuicr the
Secretary-General's auspices betv»aen President Opyros Kypriancu ?md His
• Excellency; Kc-« Rauf Csnktash was discussed.
i=

T5ve parties have now agreed in principle to such a meeting in
Nicosia' in tfiid™-Hayl- The exact ciatc and; f u r t h e r details will be decided
iipon through normal diplomatic channels" (SG/SJV27Q3 - CY?/33Q) .
Mr, 'Stajduhac was askt-d if this meant that the Sscrctary-GeneJEral would go
to Nicosia in rr,id«I>iay, He replied that the Seccetary-Gorjeral v/as prepared to
go to J^icosia in tnid-May since the talits would be under his auspices.
Mr. Stajcluhac then said he regretted to announce the death of Gerd
•Kallwass,'who'had'-been the of ficer~in-chmrg« of the United Nations Development
Pcogranune (OKDP) office in Kornpaiaj Ugarida* Mr. Kal.lv?3ss, e native of the
Federal Republic of C5ormany r had bean killed ifist night, alcng with his v/ifo,
when their car was 'hit by a rocket and burncdc

^
2>
^J
*^
^

'Mr. Stajduhar added that Mr. Kallvjass, a staff Member of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific.and Cultural Organisation (UrtBiiOO} i. ii^c? been
acting as offic-ac-in-ch-atrcje of the UHDP office because the U?JE.P Resident
Sepjresenfcative in Kampala was in Kenya for health reasons. MK» Kallv/ass had
•chosen to remtsin In 'Kampala even though' he had been urged to evacuate. Mr,,
and Mrs. Kallv;ass t^d two childsrcn. Her added that the E&cretary-G.-sn-t-ral
deplored this iia<3 incident and hiid conveyed his condolences to the Permanent
Representative 'of the'Federal Republic o^; (Serraany on the death oi: Mr. Kallwass.

^
^
^
J"
?
,
%
f^

Asked"hOfi' rnarsy United Nations personnel still remained in Kampalde Mr.
Stajduhar saicl he did net have an exact C.'guca,.. brifc-that, officially sll United

^
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HIGH-LEVEL MEETING ON CYPRUS UNDER SECRETARY-GENERAL'S AUSPICES
AGREED IH PRINCIPLE FOR MID-MAY

c

The following statement was made today by a United Nations spokesman:
In recent consultations between the Secretary-General and the parties
concerned regarding the resumption of the negotiating process in Cyprus,
the possibility of a high-level meeting under the Secretary-General's ausp:
between President Spyros Kyprianou and His Excellency Mr. Eauf Denktash
was discussed.
The parties have now agreed in princinlc to such a meeting in Nicosia
in mid-May. The exact date and further details will be decided upon throug
normal diplomatic channels.

c

* #*# #

For information media - not an official record

SG/T/886
9 April 1979

SECRETARY-GENERAL MEETS WITH KENAN ATAKOL REPRESENTING
TURKISH GYPRIOT COMMUNITY
(Received from the United Nations Information Service, Geneva.)
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheirn had, today, a meeting in Zurich, Swtizerland
with Kenan Atakol, representative of the Turkish Cypriot community, which
lasted 70 minutes. Mr. Atakol explained to the Secretary-General the position
of the Turkish Cypriot community with regard to the resumption of intercommunal
talks.
In the course of an exchange of views on this subject, the possibility
of a summit meeting in Nicosia was discussed. A decision on this matter will
be taken at a later stage, after further consultations with the two sides.
Immediately after this meeting, the Secretary-General left for New York
to return to Headquarters.

-::- ### #
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SBCRETARY-GENaiRPiL COKJTIMUES VISIT TO GENEVA,
MEETS WITH FOREIGN MINISTER OP CYPRUS

(Received from a United Nations official accompanying the Secretary-General.)

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim conferred this morning at the Hotel
Intercontinental in Geneva for one hour and 45 minutes with Wicos Rolandis,
Foreign Minister of Cyprus. The Secretary-General and Mr. Rolsndis spoke
alone for an hour and 15 minutes and then were joined by top aides, including,
ca the United Nations side, George Sherry, Director, Office of the
Under-Secretaries-General for Political Affairs.

t

The talks tock place in a constructive spirit. The Foreign Minister
assured the Secretary-General that his Government continued to be firmly
interested in the resumption of the inter communal talks. The meeting was
centred on the search for an agreed basis for a resumption of the
intercommunal talks and the question was extensively discussed. The possibility
of a summit meeting between President Spyros Kyprianou and H-E. Mr.-Rauf
Denktash under the Secretary-General's auspices, was also discussed, but no
decision was taken.
The Secretary-General tock the opportunity of the meeting to clarify some
recent statements attributed to him in press reports. He had covered three
main pointsi
1. Concerning statements that the Secretary-General had spoken in
favour of the partition of Cyprus, the Secretary-General stressed that
this was pure invention.
2, Concerning reports that the Secretary-General approved of the
presence of Turkish forces in the northern part of Cyprus, the
Secretary-General stressed that it v;as not so, since it would be against
United ISSations resolutions. His words had been misinterpreted, he said.
(more)
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3. Concerning the Secretary-General's statement about the lack of
political will of the parties,, this vs an expression of the frustration
felt by the Secretary-General in view of the delay in reconvening the
intercommunal talks. The Secretary-General was gratified by the
assurances given him by Foreign Minister Rplandis that the Cypriot
Government was fully ready to make every effort to overcome this
stalemate.
Concerning the Secretary-General's appointments today in Geneva, he met
at 10;20 a.m. with Mrs. Zoia-Vasselievna Mironova, Permanent representative of
the Soviet Union in Geneva, at her request to discuss current matters. L~.teE
the Secretary-General had met with three of the heads of the specialized
agencies-. Francis Blanchard, Director-General of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO)> Edouard Saouma, Director-General of the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) > and Dr. Halfdian T. Mahler, Director-General of
the World Health Organization (VIKO) •, as well as with D. Hajman, Assistant to
the Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO). In the afternoon,, the Secretary-General met
with Wilbert-Kumalija Chagula (United Republic of Tanzania), at the
Ambassador's request.

t
* *** *
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SECROTARY-GMERAL'S nrTERViaVHlTH BBC WORLD
SERVICES PROGRAMME "THE WORLD TODAY"

Dr. Kurt WALDHEIM ,_' : -

Speaker:

Interviewers :

John DICKIE
Keith KYLE
Michael KATE

Recorded at Chatham House, Monday 26 March
First transmission on BBC, Wednesday 23 llarch, 16.45 GMT

V-

EXCERPTS PROM nTTERVIEW
DICKIE ;

"Can we move on to other regional conflicts because the major

issue challenging the world is not the threat of a global war but the
very dangerous regional conflicts.
Cyprus.

Two of these concern me; one is in

There you spent a great deal of your time and patience in Vienna

trying to get the tiro countries together and ue- still seem to be no nearer
the resumption of negotiations.

C

Secondly^SYd'Sesia.

There the U1J has

spent a great deal of its time and has mandatory sanctions against Rhodes i
1

again no nearer a solution.

Why do you think the UW has so far failed in

these two crucial areas?"
SECRETARY-GENERAL ;

"Not because of the UN but because of the lack of

political will of the parties and governments concerned. It is as si-pie
as that.

For example, Cyprus.

This will does not exist."

"Where does it not exist?
two communities?"

In Athens or in Ankara or between the

- 2-

SEGRETMY-GEH5RAL: "The ti-ro communities.

On "both sides.

I have ra.de

numerous proposals to establish an agenda for the resumption of the
intercommunal talks, and whenever I came out with a new proposal, a ne::
suggestion, it was rejected "by one or the other party."

DICKIEt

"This has nothing, in your view, to do with either the Creel-:

government or the Turkish government;

S3CRSTARY-GEMERALi

it was the two communities?"

'Well, as far as the Turkish government is conce~e:.,

certainly they have to do with it, also "because they have their amed
forces in the northern part of the island, so certainly they are
cooperating with the Turkish community.

As far as Athens is concerned,

they are more restrained, they do not want really - this is my impressi:r.
to get directly involved in the process."

c
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SGCPj:fnAP.Y--G3iv'T-:PA_7.J CO'.1 ?T^USj VISIT M 0 J^I1^'' ', ._
HEST^. KTTT1 rOREIGN MIKISTHR OF CYPRUS

(Received froM ii Unites:! ^.-iticn.r, official Eccoiapanying th;? Secretary-Goner;,!,, )

S-acrefcary-Gcricral K u r t V-'alcihei^ c o n f e r r e d this nor n ing at. ths Hotel
Interccntin.riiUc;l in Geneva fee o\^. hour on-JI <fi minucos i/ith i\!.ico3 Kol.-'.ndis,
Foceign N i n i s t F . r of Cyprus. The S-.,orr-tary-Ganeral a:id Mr. Roland is ssorcs
alor.s "or an hour and 15 m i n u t e s a.iu thsn ivc-re j o i n o ^ by top c i d c s , incluc'ir:g,
on Lh-= Unit--;.: 1 Fc-.'cions f \ J e , G e o r g e Sherry.. Dlrccto.:, O f f i c e of tht
rics-Gen-ordl for Poli^ica 1 . A f l c i r s .
Th ; t ^ l k s tock pj sec in a c o n s t r u c t i v e s p i r i t . Th^ F o r e i g n ••1..\n i.^tsr
nssL-i; •'-.•'.' i.h'2 f-icr?tc.ry-G3n?ral. th..t his G o v e r n m e n t c c . i t i n u c ^ to b-; !;ir:r.ly
int . r- -•:it';d ' '.•; the iresu.nption of tVie i.ntsrccfnmcnal talics. The in:r;ting 'i'cis
centred on t'l? c.earch for an agreed basis for a r e s u m p t i o n of the
i r t s r c o m m u n a ] . talks and the q u e s t i o n r-:as extensively Jiscuosco. Th^
pOo^ilDi^.ity ci" a summit meeting betv/ean Presicisrt Spy'-'os Xyprianou an:i Raul
r.?'.!; t-iC'.i u n d e r thw S e c r c t a r y - G c n & r a l ' s n j s p i c e s , v;cS also ciscustvocl, bi.?. t no
.iscision i;as talcen.
The Sv:c:;c t . a r y - C o n - ^ r a l tod;. •'_'-•,; o p p o r t u n i t y of v.h:.> meeting to c - l a r i f y sonii
n c c n t statements a t t r i b u t e d to him in press reports. Ha had covered t h r e e
••-inin PO.I. nts%
1. Ccncernino statements that the Sacretdry-GanrKdl had Kpck r:n ir,
favour of tha partition of Cyprus, the Gscret^i'y-General stress*-:;; that
this i73'. pure invention.
2. Concerning reports that the Secretary-General approvf-:ci of the.presence cf Turkish forces in the northern pr.rt of Cyprus, fn?
Sacrctj cy-G-jr'.eral strcssec! thc-.t it vas not ro, since it -.ould 'js aq.-iifi.~t
United Nations resolutions. Kis weeds had b_-en misii;terpretea, hi saio1.
(mos.c)
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3. Concerning, the Secretary-General's statement about the lack of
political ml] of the parties,, this t«s aa expires010.^ of th^ f r u s t r a t i o n
f e l t by the Secretary-General in via'-; of the tie-lay in reconvening the
intercoTfr.nup.al t-.»lks. The Secretary-General v;a& cu"c-.ti£ieu by the
assurances given him by Foreign Minister Rolandis that the Cypriot
Government, was fully rea(?y to siwkc? cvary e f f o r t to overcome this
stalemate.
Concerning tha S'-.-cr^tarv-Cinpral's appointments, tocJ-^y in Ger.iVcif h~ inet
at 10:20 a . m . with Mrs. Zoia-Vasselievna ilironova, Permanent representative of
the Soviet Union in Geneva, at her cequest to discuss c u r r e n t n a t t e r a . Later
the Secrptary-Genaral had met "7ith three of. the heads r/i the spsciilizaci
n q p n c i e s t Francis Blanchard, Director-General of. the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) ; Edouard Saouraa F Director—3ei;eral of the Food and
A g r i c u l t u r e O r g a n i z a t i o n (FAO)- P and Dr, Half flan T. M a h l e r , Director-General of
the Wor].d Health Organisation (UHO) > as we 1.1 .as vjith D, Wajman, Assistant to
the Director-General of t h « ' U n i t e d Fatlons Educational, S c i e n t i f i c ano
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). In the afternoon, the Secretary-General met
with rilhert-TXumjl ija Chcigul a (Ui-.itoci Republic of TtinEsni-A) , at the
Ambassador's request.

* * * * *.

Secretary-General's Comment on Cyprus from his addres^
at Chatham House, London, 26 March 1979

"Well, of the other regions of conflict —
It is in the same area;

Cyprus.

it is a little island but g=o-

politically it is in an extremely important region cf
the world and it is our duty to do whatever we can ir.
order to achieve a solution of the problem.

We are,

in the UN, deeply involved in the Cyprus question. ^L
personally had to chair many of these meetings betweer.
the two communities but here again, the political will
plays such an important role and this political will is
missing I am sorry to say.

I have made numerous,

proposals in recent months after the US Government has'put forward a draft proposal which was rejected by the
parties I

(inaudible)

my hand having bee-

asked by the parties directly to do this so that this all
comes from another quarter. One proposal after the r~her
was rejected either by one or the other.
goodwill?
s

I miss it.

Where is the

Where is the real interest to solve the problem?
I do not see it. We have been desperately

trying for months in the UN to find a solution or a- least
an agenda which would make it possible to resume the
inter-communal talks. It was not possible. Either cr;e
or the other side rejected all the proposals which I had
put to them and to tell you rather frankly, after 6 rather
frustrating sessions with the two parties in Vienna, I am
getting very careful and very cautious. I do not wanto resume the inter-communal talks without having a clear
picture for perhaps not a solution of the problem but
at least a basis for progress.

YOU can say then, alright,

too bad, let them try to solve the problem alone.
wish we could do this, but it won't work.

I

On the

contrary the danger of war is very real ....(inaudible) . . .
and here again, we see the usefulness of the UN,
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because we maintain quiet in the island through
the presence of our peace keeping forces - we
maintain the dialogue - we maintain the negotiating
process although we have not solved the problem
until now ...(inaudible)., but I am sure ...(inaudible)
it would mean again a direct confrontation
between the two sides."

C
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CONFIDENTIAL

NOTES ON MEETING BETWEEN THE SECRETARY-GENERAL,
ARCHBISHOP MAKARIOS, AND MR. RAUF DENKTASH HELD IN THE UNFICY?
OFFICERS' MESS, NICOSIA ON 12 FEBRUARY 1977 AT 19OO HOURS.

Present;

Secretary-General
Archbishop Makarios
H.E. Mr. Rauf Denktash
Mr. Perez de Cuellar
Roberto E. Guyer
Brian E. Urquhart

The Secretary-General expressed his gratitude to the
leaders of the communities in Cyprus.

The object of the

meeting was to see how progress could be made towards a
settlement.

Their first meeting after a 13-year gap had

been welcomed all over the world and people were now expecting
a breakthrough.

He hoped that the present meeting might*

make it possible to resume the intercommunal talks in a
meaningful way, and open the door to the negotiating process.
If this could be done there could be further meetings, either
on the old pattern or under the auspices of his Special
Representative.

(In the course of the opening remarks the

Secretary-General addressed the interlocutors on one occasion
as "Mr. President and Your Excellency, Mr. Denktash.")
Archbishop Makarios thanked the Secretary-General for his
untiring efforts.

His presence in Cyprus was further proof

of his interest in the problem.

He also thanked

Mr. Perez de Cuellar for his efforts to make possible the firs;
meeting between him and Mr. Denktash, which had been useful,
constructive, friendly and sincere, and had broken the ice of
13 years. , He hoped the current meeting would make possible
the resumption of the intercommunal talks.

If these talks

were to be substantial, there must be a clearly defined framework within which the interlocutors would seek a solution.
At the first meeting some common ground had emerged but not

A..

- 2enough to be a basis for the future of Cyprus.

Without

common ground and guidelines, -the talks would be fruitless.
The task of the present meeting was to define the framework for future negotiations.
*

At the first meeting it had been agreed that there
should be an independent single non-aligned federal state,
i.e. each community v/ould have a certain area under its
administration under a central federal government.

He had

proposed 20% of the territory for the Turks and Mr. Denktash
had proposed 32.8%, but had said this was negotiable.
saw no justification for the 32*8% figure.

He

The basis should

be either land ownership over the past 15 years, or the
population ratio.
In accepting a federal solution certain basic prerequisites
and principles should be respected, namely (1) freedom of
movement, (2) freedom of settlement, (3) the right of ownership.
Mr. Denktash had accepted the first principle, but had said
that the second and third principles should be discussed and
would be dependent on other agreements.

It was impossible to

deviate from principles enshrined in international conventions
and in the Charter.

He was prepared for compromise in a

package deal approach, but might insist on the safeguarding
of the independence and integrity of the country and the
central government.

A fair compromise was possible if goodwill

existed so that Greek and Turkish Cypriots could share their
common destiny and live together in harmony.
Mr. Denktash thanked the Secretary-General most warmly
for coming to help.

They must search for a solution to a

partnership disturbed by calculated violence.

For 11 years

the Turks had been left outside the limits of government and

- 3had suffered with no help from the Greeks.

Then the Greeks

had made a mistake which had saved the Turks from their
doom.- Now the Turks were- told that . a single State and
unity were important.

This was true, but it should not be

forgotten that, the Turkish Cypriots, for the same aims, had
been given minority rights and maltreated.

A federal system

with two regions was the objective, but it was no good to
announce peace tomorrow and expect it to work. Animosity
between the members of the two communities was such that a
concerted effort must be made to bring the people gradually
to respect each other.
principles.

People were more important than

Archbishop Makarios, for example, must make an

effort to win over the Turkish Cypriots.
Their frist meeting had been a breakthrough and now a
further effort must be made to bring together two communities
who are bitter enemies, who neither respect nor trust each
other.
As regards a federal system, the Turks would insist on
a bi-zonal system.

The Turkish Cypriots wanted independence

and non-alignment and would protect it.

As for freedom of

movement and settlement, and the right of property, he feared
that while the Greeks would be agreeing to a federal system
in principle, they would, in fact, take it away by infiltration
and by outnumbering the Turkish Cypriots in the" Turkish zone.
In principle a federal state could be accepted, but the facts
of life in Cyprus must be faced; the Turks must not be
overrun again and the Greeks also must be protected.

It was

idle to assume that Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots could
return to their original homes.

Therefore, the territorial

settlement must be based on an exchange of property and

*t

_

— 4__ —

population.

The people should be told the truth.

_ _..

__

For

some years the federal state must be able to control the
movement and settlement of population in order to avoid
disturbances, which would destroy the long term objective.
•

Therefore, the federal state should be bi-zonal with
freedom of movement, etc., but with the overall right of
. the federal states to regulate matters on security grounds
and according to the political situation and the real state
of affairs.
As for the central government, he preferred a weak
*£
^

one.

For 12 years there was no central government as far

as the Turkish Cypriote were concerned, since .it had been
eliminated, in the 1962 constitution, from power.
central government must be based on partnership.

A future
The central

government should represent Cyprus to the outside world,
dealing with such matters as foreign affairs, defence and
the monetary system.

Later on it might acquire further

powers from the two federal states.

If there was real

leadership and a capacity to learn from past mistakes it
_
7:''
XL:'
£
^

would be possible to achieve something, but there was no
alternative to the exchange of views, contacts and proposals,
and to having extensive expert discussions.

If this could

be done the question of territory would become less and less
important.
great.

The gap between the percentages was certainly

The idea of the basis of land ownership for the past

15 years was a new approach which needed to be examined,
especially in the light of what had happened to the land
register.

Instead of discussing percentages, it would be

better to discuss what areas should be returned and why.
Makarios should tell the Turkish Cypriot side what territory

- 5he wished returned and why, and should agree, subject to
his principles, that a bi-zonal state would be established
subject, of course, to-security considerations, the passage
of time and the progressive mutual acceptance of the two
communitie's. .Until that was achieved, Cyprus would be
far away from true statehood.

Principles would get us

nowhere unless all concerned remembered the mistakes of
the past.

If that was done, it would be possible to build

a better future, as had been done in the U.S. after the
civil war.
The Secretary-General said that there appeared to be
some agreement on the basis for future negotiations.

He

stressed the importance of partnership and the sincere wish
on both sides to bring the communities together again.

This

was an encouraging development although many basic questions
remained open.

It was, therefore, vital to start a new and

serious process of negotiation.
Archbishop Makarios said it was essential to be more
specific in discussing the future.

He could not accept

security reasons as the overall criterion for what was to be
done.

He was prepared to discuss all the points that Denktash

had made.

He did not agree that principles could be divorced

from people, whom they were intended to protect.

The

interlocutors would have to find ways to apply the principles
in a practical manner.

For this they would need guidelines.

Territory was very important to his community, but it was
impossible to say at the moment which areas they wished
returned.

First the territorial issue must be subjected to

the criteria of ownership and population ratio.

The powers

of the central government must be such as to safeguard the
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unity of the country, whether it was termed weak or strong.
He agreed to a federal bi-communal state, but whether it
should be bi-regional or multi-regional remained to be
discussed.

He doubted if the gap between the two percentages

could be riegotiated at the moment.
Mr. Denktash then suggested instructions be given to
the negotiators.

The first point was concerning the

independent, non-aligned bi-zonal federal republic.

It

was agreed that the question of bi-zonality should not, for
the moment, be included.

The second question concerning the

discussion of territory did not give rise to much discussion.
The third point concerning the principles involved was
discussed at great length.

Mr. Denktash wished to include a

reference to security requirements, which was resisted by
Archbishop Makarios.

On the fourth point concerning powers

and functions of the central government, Mr. Denktash suggested
a reference to the communal partnership.

This was objected to

by Archbishop Makarios, and it was eventually agreed to
substitute "having regard to the bi-communal character of the
State".
The text of the instructions was finally agreed as follows:
1.

We are seeking an independent, non-aligned, bi-communal,
Federal Republic.

2.

The territory under the administration of each community
should be discussed in the light of economic viability or
productivity and land ownership.

3.

Questions of principles like freedom of movement, freedom
of settlement, the right of property and other specific
matters, are open for discussion, taking into consideration
the fundamental basis of a bi-communal federal system and
certain practical difficulties which may arise for the
Turkish Cypriot community.

- 7-

4.

The powers and functions of the central government will
be such as to safeguard the unity of the country*
having regard to the bi-communal character of the State.
\
Mr. Denktash asked that the record should show that the words
in point 3- "taking into consideration certain practical
difficulties which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot community",
were a specific reference to the Turkish Cypriot preoccupation
with security.
Resumption of talks
The Secretary-General said that since the negotiations
,/~

would obviously take some time and he would not be able to
attend during the whole process, he proposed giving his •
Special Representative a leading role in meetings with the two
interlocutors.

Under the Security Council resolution he would

keep a watchful eye on developments and would be prepared to
meet with Makarios and Denktash whenever necessary.

The

working negotiations should take place in a location to be
agreed under the Special Representative, and the SecretaryGeneral would intervene personally if necessary.
.x^

Archbishop Makarios suggested that the negotiations
should take place in New York for several weeks and subsequently
i
in Cyprus, returning to New York when a meeting under the
Secretary-General's auspices was required.

Mr. Denktash said

he saw no reason why the Secretary-General should be involved
unless there were difficulties.

The negotiators should work

in Cyprus and if difficulties arose a meeting with the
Secretary-General and the two leaders could be held either in
Cyprus or somewhere else, so that they could give further
instructions to the negotiators.

New York was too far away

and too expensive and the Greek Cypriots had the advantage of
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having a Mission there, but the Turkish Cypriots did not.
Archbishop Makarios pressed for.the first meeting to be in
New York because in Cyprus the meeting would be hampered by
dealing with the speculations from the press.

Mr. Denktash

*

said that the interlocutors should be told to keep quiet
and then Cyprus would be an acceptable location.
The Secretary-General suggested that the intercommunal talks
should resume under his personal auspices either in Geneva
or Vienna and his Special Representative would take over after
the opening phase.

Mr. Denktash said he would need 6-8 weeks

to make the proper preparations.
It was agreed that the talks should be resumed in Vienna
on 31 March.
Archbishop Makarios asked Mr. Denktash a "cynical question"<
Although he said he was ready to compromise, many people said
.that Turkey was not because of the forthcoming elections?
Mr. Denktash replied that the attitude of the Archbishop and
his representatives would be very helpful in securing a
favourable attitude in Turkey towards a settlement.
There was then a heated exchange about the question of
missing persons.

It was agreed that Mr. Perez de Cuellar

would continue his discussions with the two leaders with a
view to setting up a new investigating machinery, perhaps
.covering missing Turkish Cypriots as v/ell as missing Greek
Cypriots.
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 11.OO p.m.
The participants then dined with the Secretary-General.

cc:

Secretary-General
Mr. Guyer
Mr. Urquhart
Mr. Sherrv

^cte

C
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"During our talks, which lasted for four hours,
instructions have been worked out for the representatives in the intercommunal talks as the basis for
future negotiations.
"It has also been agreed to reconvene the Cyprus
talks in Vienna under the auspices of the SecretaryGeneral at the end of March."
5. The text of the agreed instructions (guidelines)
referred to in the above-mentioned communique reads
as follows:
——
"1. We are seeking an independent, non-aligned,
bi-communal Federal Republic.
"2. The territory under the administration of
each community should be discussed in the light of
economic viability or productivity and land ownership.
"3. Questions of principles like freedom of movement, freedom of settlement, the right of property
and other specific matters, are open for discussion,
taking into consideration the fundamental basis of
a bi-communal federal system and certain practical
difficulties which may arise for the Turkish Cypriot
community.
"4. The powers and functions of the central federal government will be such as to safeguard the
unity of the country, having regard to the bi-communal character of the State."
,
6. During the following few weeks, intensive preparatory talks were conducted with all concerned in the
light of the above guidelines. My efforts and those of
my Special Representative in that connexion were also
supported by diplomatic initiatives undertaken by a
number of Governments. I was kept fully informed
about those initiatives. On 8 March it was announced
that the intercommunal talks would reconvene at
Vienna under my auspices on 31 March and that,
after my scheduled departure on 4 April, I would continue to be represented at the talks by my Special
Representative.
7. The new series of talks, began at Vienna, as
scheduled, on 31 March. I opened the first meeting,
which began in public, with a statement, the text of
which is reproduced in annex I. The talks then continued in private. After the last meeting on 7 April,
the following communique was issued:
"The first round of the new series of intercommunal talks was held in Vienna from 31 March to
7 April 1977. The first five meetings were held under
the personal auspices of the Secretary-General. Following the Secretary-General's scheduled departure
from Vienna on 4 April, six more meetings were
held under the auspices of his Special Representative
in Cyprus, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar.
"The interlocutors initiated the discussion of the
Cyprus problem, including the specific questions of
principle, within the framework of the guidelines
agreed upon at the high-level meeting held in Nicosia
on 12 February 1977 in the presence of the Secretary-General.

proposals were discussed and certain clarifications
were made.
"It has not been possible to bridge the considerable
gap between the views of the two sides. Efforts will
be continued to overcome the differences. To this
end, it was agreed that the talks will resume in Nicosia about the middle of May 1977 under the auspices
of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General
in preparation for a further round in Vienna."
8. The first round of the new series of talks, concluded on 7 April, was the longest of all the sessions
held under my auspices since the adoption of resolution
367 (1975), and the substantive aspects of the Cyprus
problem were discussed at some length.
9. For the first time, the Greek Cypriot side submitted a specific territorial proposal together with a
map embodying its conception of a bi-communa' arrangement (annex II). The proposal was made subject
to certain principles, including the preservation c: the
sovereignty and unity of the Republic and of the rtrhts
of the freedom of movement, residence, work and property of all citizens (annex III).
10. For its part, the Turkish Cypriot side submitted
a constitutional proposal (annex IV) calling for a partnership in power between two equal political entities
joining their resources in a federal administration en a
basis of equality, working together at first in a comparatively limited field. The functions proposed for the
federal government would be expected to grow, a process described by the Turkish Cypriot representative
as "federation by evolution".
11. Each interlocutor made it clear that his own
proposals were negotiable. However, each emphasized
certain principles conflicting with those of the other
side, and each commented negatively on the proposals
submitted by the other.
12. The Greek Cypriot side contended that the
Turkish Cypriot constitutional plan would be in e
a treaty between independent entities, providing not
a federal government but for a confederal system v.
out powers, which could only evolve, if at all, in trie
direction of complete separation. Since it considered
the Turkish Cypriot proposal to be based on unacceptable premises, the Greek Cypriot side felt unable to propose amendments to it, and instead submitted a document of its own on the subject (annex V).
13. The Turkish Cypriot side contended that the
Greek Cypriot territorial proposal was not a bi-zonal
one, that it failed to take account of the requirements
of economic viability or productivity, that it would deprive the Turkish Cypriot community of vital resources
and would jeopardize its security. The Turkish Cyprict
interlocutor, while not accepting the Greek Cypriot
proposal, emphasized that he was in no position, and
was not expected, to submit a territorial counterproposal or draw a line of his own on the map. As for
the Greek Cypriot constitutional document, the Turkish
Cypriot side considered that this would create a unitary
rather than federal State, and was therefore unacceptable.
14. In my opening statement on 31 March, I reminded the interlocutors that it was my understanding
that each side would be prepared to negotiate the proposals submitted by the other in a substantive way with
a view to reconciling the present differences in their

"Proposals were submitted on the territorial aspect
by the representative of the Greek Cypriot community, and on the constitutional aspect by the representative of the Turkish Cypriot community. These
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THROUGH:

S/C

DE:
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DE:

Ellen Lukas, ERD/DPI

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

CHY?R3:ONU:

CHYPRE/ONU:

DECLARATION OFFICIELLE CKYPRIOTS

D E C L A R A T I O N OFFICIELLE CHYPRIOTE.

NICOSIE 8/1 ( A F P > LE G O U V E R N E M E N T CHYPRIOTE A I N D I Q U E
OF^ICIELLEMENT_LJjN]?I_aUE LA P R O P O S I T I O N DU SECTTETATESTTrESERAL
T*0(9TT, MT'KUR'f U A L D H E I M , * ' O F F R A I T DE G R A N D E S P O S S I B I L I T E S P O - "
R E P R I S E ' D E S P O U R P A R L E R S I N T E R C O M M U H A U T A I R E S * * , DANS L ' I M P A S S E
D E P U I S AVRIL—1-9-77.-—
CETTE _ A N N £ H C E A_E,TJLJCAX-TE^A N I C O S I E PAR LE MINISJjBE-^:KY.?J2IC
DES A F F A I R E S E'TRAWGERES, M. JICOS__R_QLANEI3^-»
ON A P P R E N D DE SOURCE D I G f J E DT~FOI QUE LA P R O P O S I T I O N DE M.
WALDHEIM SUGG ERE LA R E S T I T U T I O N A SES H A B I T A N T S CHYPRIOTES-C.^I " C
LA V I L L E DE F A M A G O U S T E D A N S LE NORD-EST DU PAYS, QUI EST OCCU"
PAR LES TROUPES T U R Q U E S D E P U I S L ' E T E 1974.
L E S E C R E T A I R E G E N E R A L D E L ' O M U FORMULE E G A L E M E H T CF.RTAIN'ES
P R O P O S I T I O N S C O N C E R N A N T LE R E G L E M E N T DES ASPECTS C O N S T I T U T I O N ^ :
ET T E R R I T O R I A L ' * DU PROBLEMS DE CHYPRE.
M . R O L A N D I S A A F F I R M E D ' A U T R E P A R T Q U ' E N P R E P A R A N T CETTE
FORML'LE, M. W A L D K E I M A V A I T T E N U COMPTE DE TOUTES LES DOWN'EES
•ACTUELLES DU PROBLEKE DE CHYPRE, ET A V A I T BFNEFICIE DE L ' A P P U l
TOUTES LES P A R T I E S I N T E R E S S E t S , Y CONPRIS C E L U l DES E T A T S - l J M I i ?
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REFERENCE:
THROUGH:

S/C

DE:

FROM:

Ellen Lukas, ERD/DPI

SUBJECT:

CHYPR3:ONU:

OBJET:

DECLARATION OFFICIELLE CHYPRIOTE
:

CHYPRE/ONU: DECLARATION OFFICIELLE CHYPRIOTE.
NICOSIE 8/1 CAFP)-

LE GOUVERNEMENT CHYPRIOTE A INDIQUE

UUSJOLL-QJUE LA PROPOSITION DU SECRTTSTRTTGCTERAL DE

I
i
i
i

!

j
:

M." KURT WALDHEIM, "GFFRAIT DE GRANDES POSSIBILITES POUR LA
REPRISE DES POURPARLERS INTERCOMMUMAUTAIRES'* , DANS L 'IMPASSE
DEPUIS AVRIL—i-^-7-7.CETTE .ANMONCE A_EJ£-EA£TE-A NICOSIE PAR LE MINtSlBJE-CJWEaiQTE
DES AFFAl7TESr ETRANGERES, M. NICOS ROJJ^NDIS^
ON APPREND DE SOURCE DIGfJTTTTbl QUE LA PROPOSITION DE M.
WALDHEIM SUGGERE LA RESTITUTION A SES HABITANTS CHYPRIOTES-GRECS D;
LA VILLE DE FAMAGOUSTE DANS LE NORD-EST DU PAYS, QUI EST OCCL'P'Z-::
PAR LES TROUPES TURQUES DEPUIS L f ETE 1974.
LE SECRETAIRE GENERAL DE L'OHU FORMULE EGALEMEMT CERTAINES
PROPOSITIONS CONCERNANT LE REGLEMENT DES ASPECTS CONSTITUTIONNELS
ET TERRITORIAUX DU PROBLEMS DE CHYPRE.
M. ROLANDIS A AFFIRMS D'AUTRE PART QU'EN PREPARANT CETTE
FORMULE, M. WALDHEIM /WAIT TENU COMPTE DE TOUTES LES DONNEES
ACTUELLES DU PROBLEflE DE CHYPRE, ET AVAIT BENEFICIE DE L'APPUl DE
TOUTES LES PARTIES INTERESSEES, Y COMPRIS CELUI DES ETATS-UMIS.
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Department of Public Information
Press Section
United Nations, New York
SG/Sn/2664
CYP/9^4

11 January 1979

STATEMENT BY SECRKTARY-G'ilMERAL ON CYPF.L'S

Tho following statement was made today by a United N a t i o n s spokesman:

c.

In pursuance cf his good o f f i c e s mission, Secretary-General K u r t Waldhein
and his Social Representative in C y p r u s , Reinaldo Gfilin.io-Pohl, have been
consulting v/ith all concerned r e g a r d i n g the r e s u m p t i o n of inter communal
negotiations on an agreed an3 e f f e c t i v e basis. To this end c e r t a i n t e n t a t i v e
ic=c>3 ana suggestions have been conveyed i n f e r n a l l y to both p a r t i e s . The
reactions of the parties ace being carefully studied, and consultations are
continuing.
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